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The Federal Gcvernment's economic assistance programs,
amounting to about $250 billicn annually, are vulnerable targets
of fraud and related white collar crimes. Identification of the
extent, nature, and frequency of these illegal acts, together
vith strong internal conDrols and effective audit coverage, are
essential first steps in combating and preventing them.
Findings/Conclusions: A review of several agencies indicated
that they have not been doing enough to identify fraud in their
programs and that the Department of Justice has beon slow in
assisting Federal agenciest antifraud efforts. However, Federal
agencies have recently rscognized that more needs to be done,
have indicated that fraud detection is now an agency high
priority, and actions are being taken to bolster their current
efforts. Recommendations: The heads cf the eight Federal
agencies discussed in this report should: develop manageeent
information systems aimed at providing inforuation on the most
likely types and methods of frad; elevate fraud identification
to a high priority; take steps to make employees more aware of
the potential for fraud and establish controls tc see that
irregularitie, are promptly referred to appropriate personnel;
fix organizational responsibility for identifying fraud; and
provide agency investigators mith appropriate fraud training.
The Attorney General should ,stablish a formal plan to assist
Federal agencies in ccmbating fraud. (Author/SC)



BY THE COIViPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Federal Agencies Can, And Should,
Do More To Combat Fraud In
Government Programs

Federal economic assistance programs
amounting to about $250) billion annually are
susceptible to fraud and related white-collar
crimes. No one knows the extent of fraud
against the Government, but Department of
Justice officials berieve it ranges from 1 to 10
percent of the expenditures.

Federal agencies have not been doing enough
to identify fraud in their programs, and the
Department of Justice has been slow in assist-
ing Federal agencies' antifraud efforts. But
Federal agencies have recently recognized that
more needs to he done and have said that (1)
fraud detection is now a high agency priority
and (2) actions are being taken to bolster
their current efforts.

This report contains recommendations to help
Federal agencies take a more active, system
atic apuroach to identifying fraud in their
programs.
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4OMPTRMLLNR GEMERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINlTON. . O.M.

B-171019

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses the passive efforts taken by
various Federal agencies to detect fraud in their programs.
The report also points out that the Justice Department must
play a more active role in helping agencies identify and
reduce opportunities for fraud. Chapters 3 and 4 contain
recommendations to the heads of the Federal agencies and to
the Attorney General for improving the Federal effort in the
area of fraud and abuse.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Audit-
ing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of the report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budqet; the Secretaries of Health,
Education, and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; Trans-
portation; Labor; and Agriculture; the Attorney General; the
Administrators of Veterans Affairs, Ceneral Services, and the
Small Business Administration; and other Federal agenc is we
believe may have a special interest this report

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S FEDERAL AGENCIES CAN, AND
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS SHOULD, DO MORE TO COMBAT

FRAUD IN GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

DIGEST

The Goverment's economic assistance programs,
amounting to about $250 billion annually, are
vulnerable targets of fraud and related white-
collar crimes. Identifying the extent, na-
ture, and frequency of these illegal acts, to-
gether with strong internal controls and ef-
fective audit coverage, are essential first
steps to combating and preventing them. Yet
the agencies GAO reviewed--the Departments
of Agriculture, Labor, Transportation, and
Housing and Urban Development; and the Vet-
erans, General Services, and Small Business
Administrations--are not doing nearly enough
to identify fraud.

Federal programs involving grants, con-
tracts, and loan guarantees are exploited
through such means as

--false claims for benefits or services,

-- false statements to induce contracts or
secure goods or services,

--bribery or corruption of public employees
and officials,

--false paymer: claims for goods and serv-
ices not delivered, or

--collusion involving contractors.

No one knows the magnitude of fraud against
the Government. Hidden within apparently
legitimate undertakings, it usually is unre-
ported and/or undetected. However, all indi-
cations are that fraud is a problem of criti-
cal proportion. Department of Justice offi-
cials believe that the incidence of fraud
in Federal programs ranges anywhere from
1 to 10 percent of the programs' expendi-
tures. A former Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare
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estimated that losses under the Medicaid
program alone total $750 million annually
from fraud and abuse.

The amount of suspected fraud which has
surfaced confirms that the problem is
severe. In 1976, for example, local
jurisdictions reported to the Department
of Labor that about $38 million in alleged
fraudulent unemployment insurance benefits
were paid to claimants. Fraud against the
Government ranks fourth among all criminal
cases filed by Justice. As of March 1978,
pending civil fraud suits in Justice
totaled about $250 million. According to
Justice officials, this number is only a
fraction of the actual amount defrauded
from the Government.

Opportunities for defrauding the Govern-
ment are virtually limitless because of
the number, variety, and value of Federal
programs. These programs, amounting to
billions of dollars, involve numerous
recipients, providers of goods and serv-
ices, and public employees at all levels
of government. The involvement of so much
money, and so many people and institutions
makes the Federal programs vulnerable to
fraud. (See ch. 2.)

PASSIVE APPROACH TO DETECTION OF FRAUD

Federal agencies have not acted aggressively
to detect fraud in their programs, and
their practices are generally inadequate
to identify potential fraud.

Agencies have not established management
information systems on fraud. As a result,
they do not know the amount of identified
fraud in their programs, nor can they esti-
mate the potential amount of unknown fraud.
Without such data, agencies have no basis
for establishing the level of resources
needed to combat fraud, map antifraud
strategies, and evaluate the scope and
effectiveness of antifraud activities. The
absence of management information systems
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also precludes agencies from taking affir-
mative actions aimed at identifying and
anticipating fraudulent activity, such as

--tracking fraud occurrences to determine
trends ard patterns,

-- zEroing in on investigative targets,

-- directing investigative resources where
most needed, and

-- pinpointing management procedures and
program weaknesses which require
strengthening to prevent recurrences of
fraud. (See pp. 13 to 17.)

Until recently, agencies have not made
fraud detection a high priority. Because
their overriding concern is program exe-
cution, emphasis is on such things as pro-
viding loan assistance. The low priority
given to fraud detection leads to passive-
ness regarding potentially fraudulent situa-
tions. The Federal Highway Administration,
for instance, generally views contract viola-
tions as honest mistakes, with no considera-
tion of the underlying reasons for the vio-
lations or potential fraud. The Department
of Labor regards questionable personnel and
training cost reports submitted by prime
sponsors as possible funds to be recovered
rather than possible fraud. (See Pp. 17
to 19.)

None of the agencies reviewed have, until
recently, designated a focal point respon-
sible for seeking out and identifying
fraud. Consequently, they generally
take a reactive, rather than active, ap-
proach to fraud detection. However, a
reactive approach is inadequate for detect-
ing fraud, since there is often no obvious
incident to react to. The only ongoing,
systematic mechanism to actively look for
fraud in those agencies reviewed is the
Lepartment of Housing and urban Develop-
ment's operational survey--a concentrated
effort by joint teams of investigators
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and auditors to detect fraud and program
weaknesses, The surveys have consistently
uncovered numerous occurrences of suspected
fraud. In other isolated instances where
agencies have actively sought fraud, they
also identified suspected fraud cases.
(See pp. 19 to 22.!

Agencies have no assurance that those
personnel administering programs are referr-
ing all suspected frauds for investigation
because:

--There arc no controls to see that suspicious
matters are reported.

-- Large workloads hinder identifying suspected
fraud by program personnel. For example,
only three employees were responsible for
administering $104 million in one Depart-
ment of Labor program.

--Employees lose interest in reporting
suspected frauds when followup actions,
such as investigations and prosecutions,
are not promptly taken.

-- Many Federal programs are administered
by State, local, or private sector insti-
tutions, and Federal agencies often un-
justifiably rely on these non-Federal en-
tities to identify and report frauds.
(See pp. 23 to 26.)

Agency investigators often do not have the
background, experience, and training needed
to effectively detect and identify fraud.
About 70 percent of them have had no prior
experience in fraud investigations, and
about 80 percent have had no formal training
in investigating fraud. Where investigators
have had such training, it was generally
limited to procurement fraud. Most investi-
gators have also lacked the education in
finance and accounting-related subjects
often needed to identify fraud. Since fraud
against the Government often involves examin-
ing financial documents, absence of a finan-
cial background could be detrimental to
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effective fraud investigations. (See pp. 26
to 28.)

JUSTICE NEEDS TO PROVIDE
STRONGER LEADERSHIP

The Department of Justice has been slow to
assist, coordinate, and monitor the anti-
fraud efforts of Federal agencies. Justice
has not provided agencies with

-- overall manag,-:e>'nt information on how
fraud has occurred and can occur in their
programs and

-- specific, formal guidelines on which types
of fraud cases will be accepted for pros-
ecution and how they should be developed
to increase the likelihood of successful
prosecution.

In 1975 Justice, recognizing the need to
deal with white-collar crime, established a
white-collar crime committee. One activity
of this committee was to provide guidance
to agencies on combating fraud. It has met
extensively with agency officials and has
assisted agencies in carrying out several
successful projects demonstrating the exist-
ence of fraud in their programs. However,
this effort's effectiveness relies on persua-
sion and encouragement and the availability
of resources Justice can devote to it. (See
ch. 4.)

ACTIONS NEEDED TO ENHANCE
THE FEDERAL EFFORT

Current national media coverage of the al-
leged frauds in building construction and
maintenance contracting at the General Serv-
ices Administration highlights Federal vul-
nerability to white-collar crime and the
consequent need for an effective strategy
to combat it.

GAO believes a more active, systematic ap-
proach to identifying fraud is needed. Heads
of the Federal agencies discussed in this
report should:
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-- Develop management information systems
aimed at providing information on the most
likely types and methods of fraud, includ-
ing the development of techniques for esti-
mating the magnitude of fraud in agency
programs.

-- Elevate fraud identification to a high
agency priority.

-- Take steps to make employees more aware
of the potential for fraud and establish
controls to see that irregularities are
promptly referred to appropriate person-
nel.

-- Fix organizational responsibility for
identifying fraud.

-- Provide agency investigators with appro-,
priate fraud training. In future hirings,
concentrate on recruitment of personnel
with backgrounds and education more suited
to the financial complexities of fraud.

The Attorney General should establish a
formal plan to assist Federal agencies in
combating fraud, including such procedures
as:

-- Working with Federal agencies to develop
information on the nature of potential
fraud in their programs.

-- Consulting with agencies to devise systems
to identify and investigate fraud.

-- Advising agencies of the types of cases
which will receive priority for prosecu-
tion and working with agencies to devise
alternative solutions for those which will
not.

-- Providing feedback to Federal agency of-
ficials on program and administrative
weaknesses developed by Federal prosecu-
tors during the course of various prosecu-
tions.
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AGE'- .S' COMMENTS AND RECENT ACTIONS
TAE 1',AR TO BE TAKEN

The vaiious Federal program agencies agree
that more needs to be done to effectively
cope with fraud and abuse in Government
programs. Most of the program agencies
have said that they have recently made
fraud identification a high priority and
have fixed organizational responsibility
for fraud detection. these agencies have
also identified certain other actions they
have taken or plan to take to further bolster
the fraud detection effort. (See apps. I to
VII.)

The Department of Justice also agrees that
there is substantial room for improvement
in its efforts and those of agency enfo;ce-
ment groups. It believes that efforts al-
ready underway such as expanding resources
committed to program fraud, training in-
vestigators in fraud detection, and estab-
lishing special fraud units in U.S. attorney
offices, will upgrade the Department's ef-
fectiveness. (See app. VIII.)

Some of these agencies did voice concern
over certain statements contained in this
report and the manner in which the report
characterizes their fraud detection ef-
forts. Chapter 5 addresses these concerns
and the various agency actions taken.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent disclosures of fraud and abuse involving Medicare
and food stamps have received wide publicity. Yet these are
only two of the many Federal assistance programs vulnerable
to fraud to which the Government allocates billions of dol-
lars each year in grants, contracts, loan guarantees, and
other forms of economic aid. Government procurement activi-
ties are also susceptible to fraud.

ECONOMIC CRIMES

Although economic crime or white-collar crime has no
formal or statutory definition, the American Bar Associa-
tion defines it as "any non-violent, illegal activity which
principally involves deceit, misrepresentation, concealment,
manipulation, breach of trust, subterfuge, or illega' circum-
vention."

Aside from outright embezzlement or diversion of funds
and services, economic crimes include such offenses as
bribery, kickbacks, and collusive bidding. Fraud 1/, how-
ever, is a common element of most or these crimes.

As a major distributor of funds and provider of goods
and services, the Government is a likely target for fraud.
Hundreds of Federal programs exist to meet a wide range of
social objectives such as maintaining minimum income levels
for the needy, developing an adequate supply of housing,
encouraging proper nutrition, and providing small business
opportunities. Because of the vast amounts the Government
spends and the diversity of its spending, Federal programs
are tempting targets for fraud.

1/A principal Federal fraud statute (18 U.S.C. 1001) states:
"Whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of any
department or agency of the United States knowingly and
willfully falsifies, conceals or covers up by any trick,
scheme, or device a material fact, or makes any false,
fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations, or
makes or uses any false writing or document knowing the
same to contain any false, fictitious or fraudulent state-
ment or entry, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both."
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Numerous Federal criminal statutes have been enacted
against fraud. More than 50 other statutes prohibit more

specific types of fraud such as falsifying statements to

obtain a Government pension, making payments to procure a

Government position, and embezzling personnel training funds.

Violations of many of these laws constitute felonies. Some

violators can also be prosecuted civilly under the False

Claims Act (31 U.S.C. 231-235), which allows the Government
to recover double the damages sustained by fraud, together

with the costs of suit and a fine of $2,000.

FEDERAL CONTROL RESPONSIBILITIES

Various elements within Federal program agencies and

the Department of Justice help control fraud against the
Government. Initial control is intended to be provided by

an agency's normal management controls. These controls are

aimed primarily at preventing fraud and abuse. Agency per-

sonnel who administer assistance programs generally have no

explicit responsibility to control fraud other than to ensure

adherence to management controls and to report suspicious
circumstances.

Agency auditors and investigators are an additional
control over fraud. Also, the Congress has in some instances

specifically authorized an agency to investigate fraud on a

program-by-program basis. The U.S. Department of Agriculture,

(USDA), for example, has investigative jurisdiction (e.g.

grain inspection) over many violations in Title 7 of the

United States Code. Through auditors' reviews of agency

operations, they often can identify possible fraud situa-

tions. Once irregularities have been identified by program

administrative personnel, auditors, or other sources, they

should be referred to agency investigators.

As of July 1977, the number of personnel in each agency we

reviewed conducting audits and investigations was as follows:



Total Headquarters Field

Department oV Agric.lture
(note a):
Office if Audit 440 43 397
Office of Investigation 305 44 261

Department of Housing and Urban
Deve.ipment:

OfFice of Inspector General:
Office of Audit 313 33 280
Office of Investigation 66 9 57

Department Jf Labor
(note b):
Directorate of Audit and

Investigations.
Auditors 154 41 113
Investigators 6 6 0

Office of Investigation
and Compliance:

Program analysts 13 13 0

Federal Highway Administra-
tion:

Office of Program Review
and Investigations:

External Audit Divi-
sion 229 19 210

Investigations nivi-
sion 4 4 0

General Services Administra-
tion (note c):
Office of Audits and

Investigations:
Office of Audits 84 42 42
Office of Investi-

gations 90 18 72

Small Business Adminis-
tration:
Office of Audits and

Investiqations:
Audit divisions 72 21 51
Security and Inves-

tigations Divi-
sion 12 12 0

Veterans Administration
(note d):

Internal Audit Serv-
ice 72 66 6

Investigation and
Security Service 25 16 9

a/A reorganization, completed it; January 1978, placed USDA's
audit and investigations officas under the Office of Inspec-
tor General.

b/On April 13, 1978, the Secretrry of Labor established a
permanent Office of Special Investiqations to carry out
the audit and investigative functions of the Department.

c/On May 9, 1978, the Administrator of General Services an-
nounced the appointment of a Special Counsel, on an interim
basis, to exercise most of the authorities and resonsi-
bilities of an Inspector General.

d/On January 1, 1978, an Office of Inspector General was
established with two components, an Office of Audit ~nd
an Office of Investigation.
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Most agency investigators are in the GS-1811 classifica-
tion (criminal investigator). They usually investigate ir-
regularities referred to them to establish whether there is
sufficient evidence that a crime has been committed. In
some cases, an agency will continue to investigate after it
believes a crime has been committed. An example is USDA's
investigation of grain inspection activities.

Legislation has been proposed in the 95th Congress
which would establish offices of inspector general in various
Federal program agencies. This legislation contains pro-
visions which require these offices to recommend policy for
activities designed to prevent and detect fraud and abuse
in agency programs and operations. In June and Jul.' 1978, we
testified on this proposed legislation (H.R. 8588) before
the Subcommittee on Governmental Efficiency and the District
of Columbia, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs. We
stated that fraud detection should be a priority effort and
that a portion of audit efforts should be devoted to detect-
ing fraud. However, to provide maximum benefits, agencies
must also maintain a balance among the types of audit
coverage--financial, economy and efficiency of operations,
program effectiveness, and fraud detection.

Several Justice components carry out different reEpon-
sibilities connected with Government fraud.

-- The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBIj investi-
gates alleged violations of Federal law. It gen-
erally investigates fraud against the Government
upon referral by an agency or an allegation of
fraud by any other source.

--At Justice headquarters, the Fraud Section of the
Criminal Division monitors Federal prosecutions of
fraud, reviews investigations, assists U.S. attor-
neys where needed in prosecuting fraud cases, and
reviews relevant Federal legislation.

--The Criminal Division's Public Integrity Section
prosecutes or assists in prosecuting alleged viola-
tions of the corruption statutes.

-- The Frauds Section of the Civil Division handles
certain civil actions to recover Federal funds ob-
tained through fraud or damages sustained due to
fraud.
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U.S. attorneys prosecute fraud cases. Additionally,
U.S. attorneys in about 25 major cities direct task forces
composed of FBI agents, postal inspectors, and Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) investigators and audi-
tors. These target cities have been designated for inten-
sive investigative and prosecutive efforts to combat fraud
and corruption in various HUD programs.

The Attorney General's White-Collar Crime Committee
is made up of about a dozen high-level Justice officials.
Its objective is to develop an integrated program to com-
bat white-collar offenses and to coordinate all enforce-
ment and prosecutive efforts. The Committee assesses the
problems of white-collar crime, evaluates Justice's response,
and makes recommendations for future Justice efforts. One
of the Committee's objectives is to formulate strategies to
improve law enforcement methods and techniques to combat
fraud against the Government.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review examined how well Federal agencies are equip-
ped to identify fraud in their progr 's. We focused on se-
lected economic assistance programs such as grants, contracts,
and loan guarantees carried out by the following agencies:

Department of Agriculture: Nutrition programs (excluding food
stamps). 1/

Department of Labor: Work Incentive Program and the
Comprehensive Employment .nd
Ttaining Act.

Department of Housing and Urban Mortgage insurance and mor'gage
Development: assistance programs.

Federal Highway Administration: Highway construction and State
assistance programs.

Small Business Administration: Section 7(a) business loan program

Veteran£ Administration: Education, loan and mortgage
guaranty, and disability pro-
grams.

1,'eferences to food stamps in this report are based on our prior report--
CED-77-112 (July 18, 1977).
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We also performed work at the General Services Adminis-
tration (GSA) to assess its involvement in identifying fraud
in procurement activities. GSA's main mission is to satisfy
the supply, service, and construction needs of Federal agen-
cies. These procurement programs are also vulnerable to
fraudulent activities.

We examined agencies' policies, procedures, and records,
and held discussions with officials at headquarters and
field offices in California, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Texas.

We also performed wor! at Lte Department of Justice's
Civil and Criminal Divisions and a -'rious U.S. attorneys'
offices. Our work at Justice was .ted to examining its
activities to assist agency effortt Against frdud. We did not
evaluate Justice's investigative or prosecutive activities.
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CHAPTER 2

HOW BIG A PROBLEM?

From time to time, headlines like these appear in the
Nation's newspapers:

"Fraud Eyed in Drug Clinic Medicaid Bills"

"Pays Premium on Insurance with Federal Dollars"

"Probe Sale of Summer Jobs"

"Report Alleges Welfare Fraud of $25 Million"

But the problem they relate to--defrauding the Government--
probably occurs more frequently than an occasional head-line suggests.

No one knows the actual extent of fraud and relatedwhite-collar crimes against the Government. However, inview of the Government's vast amount of dollar assistance
and the many ways in which these funds can be diverted,
indications are that fraud is of mammoth proportions.

Most crime statistics are generally believed to beunderstated because many, maybe most, crimes go unreported.
This is especially true for fraud, since it is usually
hidden or disguised within the framework of an apparently
legitimate undertaking. Not only is fraud often unreported,it is often undetected. However, the former Assistant At-torney General, Criminal Division, said that public lossesfrom all types of economic crimes far exceed the combined
losses from the more publicized crimes of robbery, extortion,
or burglary. He also said that banks lose three times asmuch from white-collar crime as from armed robberies. The
U.S. Chamber of Commerce in 1974 estimated that total lossesfrom white-collar crime in both the public and private sec-
tors exceeded $40 billion annually.

Opportunities for defrauding the Government are vir-tually limitless, owing to the number and variety of Fed-eral programs. For example, Justice has describer morethan 30 known methods by which fraud can occur in Federalhousing programs. Generally, Government programs are ex-ploited through such means as

-- false claims for benefits or services,
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-- false statements to induce contracts or secure some
goods or services,

-- bribery or corruption of public employees and offi-
cials,

-- claims for payment ;here goods and services are not
delivered, or

--collusion involving contractors.

There are many ways in which fraud against the Government
could be committed. For example, the Government has charged
individuals or firms with:

-- Fraudulently issuing and cashing checks totaling
more than $100,000 against a federally funded
training program account.

--Fraudulently executing on-the-job training contracts
for nonexistent companies, forging names of actual
companies to obtain funds through the program, and
embezzling and converting to personal use approxi-
mately $3,970 of Federal money.

-- Deliberately selling materials to the Government
which did not meet contract standards. The manu-
facturing of the substandard materials resulted
in reduced production costs of $7,149.

-- Accepting a $10,000 bribe for processing a $400,000
loan application, knowing this application was
fraudulent.

-- Conspiring to defraud the Government in obtaining
Federal rent subsidies for tenants. To rent all
of the apartments in a large housing complex, the
employees allegedly filed applications using false
names, understated their income, and added ficti-
tious dependents and residents for the apartments.

-- Filing $104,000 in false vouchers for work which
was never performed.

-- Altering and forging material facts to secure a
guaranty of $29,100 on a loan.

-- Embezzling at least $850,000 of Federal funds by
generating and altering payment vouchers.
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Federal agencies generally are unaware of the amount offraud which may be occurring in their programs. Estimates
from some agencies, although undocumented, indicate thatfraud is a major problem. The Department of Health, Educa-tion, and Welfare's (HEW's) Office of Inspector Generalanrual report, dated March 31, 1978, estimated that infiscal year 1977, fraud, abuse, and waste in HEW's programswas as much as $5.3 billion. This report points out thatit is virtually impossible to distinguish sharply betweenfraud, abuse, and waste, since frequently one problem in-volves all three. A former HEW Secretary estimated fraudand abuse in the Medicaid program alone to be $750 million.Suspected fraud by recipients of food stamps is also con-sidered to be a very serious problem. The Department of
Commerce estimates that fraud in the Office of MinorityBusiness Enterprise amounts to 10 percent of the program,or about $5.3 million annually. From experience, Justiceofficials estimate that the incidence of fraud in Federalprograms ranges anywhere from 1 to 10 percent of the pro-grams' expenditures. These fragmented estimates, whileserious in themselves, indicate a problem of critical pro-portions when considering that Federal financial assistancein fiscal year 1978 is estimated at $250 billion (excludingDefense outlays). 1/

The amount of fraud which has actually surfaced tendsto confirm the existence of a severe problem. Over thepast several years, FBI statistics indicate a substantialamount of actual and suspected fraud against the Government.In fiscal years 1975 and 1976, and the first 9 months of1971, the FBI handled more than 16,900 matters involving
fraud against the Government. The FBI claimed savings ofabout $31 million and reported that an additional $25.8
million in fines and recoveries were collected as a resultof successful fraud investigations.

Fraud against the Government ranks fourth among allcriminal cases filed by Justice. As of March 1978, pendingcivil fraud suits in Justice's Civil Division totaled about$250 million, and Justice officials believe this figurerepresents only a fraction of the actual amounts defraudedfrom the Government.

I/The fiscal year 1979 Budget of the U.S. Government esti-mated Federal outlays to be $462 and $500 billion for fis-
cal years 1978 and 1979. Of this amount, 54 percentrepresents direct benefit payments to individuals andgrants to States and localities.
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Justice officials have pointed out that in every in-
stance where they have looked for fraud in Federal programs,
they have found it. For example, they said that a Justicetest of unemployment benefits paid in a 3-month period pro-
duced 8,000 instances of employed individuals who may be
fraudulently receiving benefits totaling $2.3 million.

Our recent reviews of Federal economic assistance
programs have found these programs to be riddled with abuse
and error. For example:

-- Local jurisdictions provided data to Labor which
revealed that, of the more than $119 million in
unemployment insurance benefit overpayments in
1976, $38 million was alleged to be fraudulent. 1/

--More than one-half billion dollars were lost an-
nually through food stamp overissuances caused by
local food stamp office errors, misrepresentations,
and suspected fraud by recipients. Available data
at five locations reviewed showed that half of the
overissuances were classified by local program
officials as suspectetd fraud. 2/

-- As of June 30, 1975, the former Bureau of Health
Insuranc? 3/ had received almost 36,000 complaints
of program abuse, about half of which allegedly
involved fraud. 4/

if, as is believed, much crime is not reported, and
reported fraud reflects only "the tip of the iceberg,"
then it appears that the actual extent of fraud is tremen-
dous. The potential for fraud is staggering in view of the

l/"Unemployment Insurance--N:eed to Reduce Inequitable Treat-
ment of Claimants While Improving Benefit Payment Controls
and Tax Collections," HRD-78-1 (Apr. 5, 1978).

2/"The Food Stamp Program--Overissued Benefits Not Recovered
and Fraud Not Punished," CED-77-112 (July 18, 1977).

3/The Bureau of Health Insurance was abolished on June 19,
1977, and its functions were transferred to the newly formed
Office of Program Integrity in the newly established Health
Care Financing Administration.

4/"Investigations of Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse--
Improvements Needed," HRD-77-19 (May 23, 1977).
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massive amount of dollars and people involved in the Govern-
ment's economic assistance activities. The estimated $250
billion of Federal financial assistance in fiscal year 1978
was distributed over and filtered through a network of mil-
lions of individuals and organizations. There are, of
course, the actual recipients of Government assistance, as
well as the various segments which help provide goods and
services such as food suppliers, community service organiza-
tions, banks, real estate brokers, medical institutions,
contractors, and the millions of Federal, State, and local
employees who operate these programs.

The vulnerability of Government programs because of
the involvement of so many parties can be shown by a rel-
atively straightforward Veterans Administration (VA) home
loan guaranty. This transaction may involve the (1) builder
or seller of the home, (2) lender, (3) real estate broker,
(4) credit reporting agency, (5) title company, (6) insurance
company, (7) fee appraiser, (8) fee compliance inspector,
(9) veteran, and (10) VA employees. A VA official said that
such a situation allows the possibility of someone trying to
find a way to make a dollar faster or obtain a service he
or she does not qualify for. While most people involved in
Government assistance programs are honest, there will always
be some who seek to profit by exploiting a vulnerable system.

Dollar losses are only one aspect of the harm resulting
from fraud and other white-collar offenses. When Federal
programs are exploited and abused, it not only costs the
taxpayers more but also may diminish public support 'or the
programs, deprive eligible beneficiaries of benefits, and
lower the level of services provided. For example:

--Bribery of a Federal meat inspector could lead to
unwholesome meats being distributed and consumed
by the public.

--A fraudulent medical scheme may cause the sick to
receive unnecessary, unsafe, or inadequate treat-
ment.

-- Misrepresentations about the quality of construction
materials could result in unsafe or substandard homes
and buildings being constructed.

Also damaging is the effect of revelations of fraud upon
the ordinary citizen's perceptions of the Government; fraud
in Federal programs can seriously undermine public trust and
confidence in governmental institutions. During a recent
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prosecution of fraud in VA programs in Chicago, the jurors
took the unusual step of writing the following letter to the
U.S. District Court judge who presided over the trial. It
suggests something about the intangible costs of fraud in
Government programs:

"Although we the jury realize that the evidence
testimony presented in this trial fully supports
the guilt of (the defendant) on all counts in this
indictment beyond a reasonable Joubt, we would
like to take this opportunity to express our
strong concern about another matter--the obvious
ineffectiveness of VA to help prevent fraud crime
with respect to utilization of agency benefit funds
due to a lack of an adequate audit system. The
Government as well as the private sector has a re-
sponsibility to eliminate and/or minimize these
temptations via effective systems and adequate au-
dits thereof. When we pay our taxes, we in effect
give the Government a fiduciary trust and they
should handle it accordingly."

The extent of fraud in Government programs cannot be
taken lightly. Even a low-side estimate of fraud, such
as 1 percent, would amount to $2.5 billion annually. While
substantial in itself, this amount is more significant
when considered in terms of the goods and services it could
provide at current funding levels--enough to (1) fund the
school lunch program for over 1 year; (2) increase the
number of jobs provided under the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) programs; (3) increase nearly
five-fold the grants for cancer research; or (4) increase
nearly 20-fold, grants for air pollution control.

Clearly, the impact of fraud, both financially and
socially, is a formidab'le problem for Federal agencies.
Their effectiveness an] credibility in dealing with social
and economic problems may depend in large part on their
success in dealing with the problem of fraud.
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CHAPTER 3

PROBLEMS PRECLUDING EFFECTIVE IDENTIFICATION

OF FRAUD BY FEDERAL AGENCIES

Even though fraud is a serious threat to Government as-

sistance programs, Federal agencies generally have not made
concerted efforts to deal with it. For the most part, agen-

cies (1) lack information on the extent of fraud detected
and the ways it is committed, (2) have not given fraud iden-

tification a high priority, (3) have not fixed responsibility
for identifying fraud, (4) have not assured that suspected
frauds are referred for investigation, and (5) may not have

investigators qualified to effectively investigate fraud.

As a result, agencies have not mounted an aggressive and ef-
fective effort to detect fraud or surface and expose poten-

tial frauds.

AGENCIES LACK MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ON FRAUD

Prerequisites to controlling fraud in agency programs

are knowing (1) the types of methods used to defraud the

Government and (2) where fraud has occurred and its extent.
Agencies have not established management information sys-
tems designed to provide data which could be useful in com-

bating fraud. Consequently, they do not know the amount of

fraud identified in their programs nor how it occurred.
Also, they cannot take affirmative actions aimed at antici-

pating, seeking out, and identifying fraudulent activity.

Agencies do not know the extent of fraud

Agencies do not have data which would enable them to

estimate the amount or incidence of fraud in their programs,

nor do they have established techniques to assist in generat-

ing valid data. As a result, even agency officials who are
convinced that fraud exists in their programs and try to

estimate its extent are unable to supFort or document their
estimates.

The uncertainty among agencies regarding the extent of

fraud is indicated by the fact that officials of the same

agency often have conflicting estimates of the problem.
Agency investigators and auditors believe this problem is

much more serious than program administrative officials do.

In one instance, a Small Business Administration (SBA) of-
ficial told us that fraud was a real problem and probably
more widespread than realized, while another official in
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the same region believed that the incidence of fraud was
low.

While it is not possible to pinpoint how much fraud is
occurring, some attempt must be made to define the scope of
the problem to deal with it. Essential for program planning
purposes is establishing targets against which agencies can
measure effectiveness and provide a baseline for requesting
and allocating resources necessary to combat fraud. Many
Government agencies do, in fact, establish such targets as
an essential part of their mission. The Drug Enforcement
Administration, for example, must estimate the size of the
illicit drug market and the extent of drug trafficking to
plan programs aimed at combating it. The National Institute
of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism needs to know the estimated
number of alcoholics and the extent of alcoholism in the Na-
tion to implement the most effective p.ograms. Even those
agencies in our review make similar estimates for carrying
out their program responsibilities. HUD could not effec-
tively implement certain housing programs without knowing
how mi people live in substandard housing. Labor must be
aware o. the estimated number of hardcore unemployed to ini-
tiate programs of the right size and in the right locations.
Yet, the same urgency to define the scope of various social
and economic problems has not been extended to the problem
of fraud.

Agencies lack information which would
help them to detect fraud

A management information system is basically an intelli-
gence system which can serve as a major analytical tool to
combat fraud. A Law Enforcement Assistance Administation-
sponsored study has pointed out that the crime of fraud is
often not a neat set of easily described acts but rather a
complex, subtle, and dynamic process through which thefts
are perpetrated. An information system draws a picture of
this process to anticipate the how, when, and where of fraud
and provide the basis for attacking it. Without such a sys-
tem, agency efforts to detect fraud schemes are hampered.

As a minimum, a viable management information system
should include data on

--locations where agency programs are being carried out;

-- dollars spent in each program and location;
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-- groups and individuals involved as recipients or de-
liverers of goods and services;

-- summaries of past fraud schemes perpetrated, methods
of perpetration, and means by which detected;

--experiences and findings of other agency offices and
law enforcement agencies; and

--: .nagement weaknesses previously identified by inves-
tigators, auditors, or others, which increase a pro-
gram's vulnerability to fraud.

This body of knowledge should be systematically organized
and analyzed to permit reconstructing past events and faci-
litating the identification of trends, patterns, or unusual
occurrences indicating possible fraud.

None of the agencies in our review had a management in-
formation system to enable it to handle fraud and devise the
best means of attacking it. Two agencies, however, have made
some attempt in this direction.

USDA established a computerized information retrieval
system in 1966 to identify, classify, and summarize informa-
tion about weaknesses and irregularities in its operations.
The system provided for codifying investigative and audit
findings of USDA and other agencies and incorporated other
information, such as geographic location and severity of
findings. USDA regional officials told us that although the
system was valuable to USDA auditors, it had little value to
USDA investigators, mainly because of technical problems.
(Too much data was placed into the system, much of it insign-
ificant or duplicative.) In some instances, certain types
of data could not be tabulated or retrieved quickly enough.

The revised USDA system is less ambitious and directed
more at improving internal administration of the USDA inves-
tigative work force, rather than as a tool for anticipating
fraud. USDA representatives told us that the new system
could be modified to assist in detecting patterns of fraud,
Dut there are no plans to do this.

HUD regional offices of investigations maintain a basic
information system geared primarily to providing statistics to
HUD headquarters on monthly caseloads. The data, however, is
inadequate for serving as an analytical tool for identifying
fraud patterns. Categories of investigative matters and the
HUD program involved are not specific enough, nor is there
any indication of the size or extent of the suspected fraud.
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Because of a lack of management information systems,
Federal agencies are unable to:

-- Estimate the extent of fraud in their programs, thereby
providing a basis for (1) establishing the level of
resources needed to combat fraud and (2) evaluating
the scope and effectiveness of investigations and au-
dits.

-- Track fraud occurrences to determine what trends and
patterns exist.

-- Provide leads to investigators and auditors prior to
beginning assignments.

--Zero in on investigative targets which are most vulner-
able to fraud.

-- Direct investigative resources where most needed and
where greatest benefit could be derived.

-- Pinpoint management procedures and program weaknesses
which require strengthening to prevent recurrences of
fraud.

One important feature of a management information system
is that it provides a means of identifying procedural weak-
nesses which make agency programs vulnerable tc fraud. This,
in turn, provides a basis for analyzing and correcting those
weaknesses to prevent problems from recurring. Agencies in
our review have not systematically corrected procedural de-
ficiencies as a result of fraud-related investigative find-
ings.

Some agency officials cited instances where procedural
changes were recommended as a result of fraud-related inves-
tigations. USDA investigations, for example, recommended
that the Food and Nutrition Service make better use of com-
puter records to identify vendors who prepare food for the
Summer Feeding Program. Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) representatives said that as a result of FHWA inves-
tigations, a procedure was revised to require that consult-
ant agreements be postaudited. Usually, however, these were
isolated instances and did not indicate a routine, systema-
tic process that took preventive actions as a result of in-
vestigations.

Attempting to combat fraud without a management infor-
mation system can be likened to navigating unfamiliar waters
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without the benefit of oceanographic charts. As the Chief
of Justice's Criminal Division's Fraud Section has stated:

"* * x effective data collection is one of our
weakest points in our attempts to effectively
combat the problems of program abuse. Histori-
cally, data collection in this area has been
weak and open to serious challenge in terms of
reliability and meaningfulness. * * * There is
limited opportunity, on a national level, to as-
sess precisely the level of abuse, the trends,
the nature of the offender, and what have you." 1/

We believe that a management information system is the
foundation for building an effective antifraud program. The
lack of such a system seriously handicaps the ability of
Federal agencies to actively combat fraud.

NEED TO AGGRESSIVELY
LOOK FOR FRAUD

Shortcomings in the structure and policies of Federal
agencies hinder the search for, and effective identification
of, fraud. Such shortcomings are:

-- Agencies generally give a low priority to identifying
fraud.

-- Responsibility for seeking out fraud has not been pin-
pointed in any organizational group or unit.

-- Agencies have not established controls adequate to see
that all suspected frauds are referred to appropriate
investigative groups for disposition.

Because of these deficiencies, probably a good deal of fraud,
perhaps most, goes undetected or, if detected, is not acted
upon.

A encies have not given fraud
identification a high priority

None of the Pederal agencies at the time we completed
our review gave fraud identification a sufficiently high

1/Hearings on H.R. 2819 before a Subcommittee of the House
Committee on Government Operations, 95tn Cong., lst Sess.,
p. 419 (1977).
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priority to encourage employees to be aware of it. The over-
riding concern of agencies is to carry out their primary mis-
sion of providing Federal assistance to solve national prob-
lems. Indeed, their performance is often measured, at least
in general terms, by how much and how rapidly they spend.
However, the very fact that agencies distribute large amounts
of public funds carries with it a priority responsibility of
protecting the funds they spend against fraud.

Pressures to provide service and to spend rather than
protect Federal funds can foster an unawareness of the possi-
bility of fraud. For example, some VA regional representa-
tives told us that their top priority is service and that
devoting their personnel to this priority precluded them
from making sufficient efforts to detect fraud in processing
loans. A regional USDA official said that opportunities to
abuse programs are built into them. According to him, pres-
sure upon USDA to provide assistance to those who need it
precludes the opportunity for USDA to ensure that everyone
who gets assistance deserves it. SBA district offices are
given monthly targets as to how much they should spend. For
example, one SBA office in New York had a target of $7 mil-
lion per month in loans. Pressure on SBA to spend becomes
heavy when disasters occur and SBA must provide immediate
emergency loans. Under circumstances such as these, it is
easy to see that primary agency attention is devoted to
getting out the funds, and looking fo: the possibility of
fraud takes a back seat.

Some agency officials do not believe that fraud detec-
tion should have a high priority because, based on the num-
ber of fraud cases which have surfaced in the past, they
do not consider fraud to be a significant problem. This
view overlooks the fact that when dealing with fraud, past
activity does not necessarily indicate current activity.
Similarly, since fraud usually involves deception, and since
Federal agencies have not actively looked lor fraud in the
past, not much fraud has surfaced.

One example of how misleading experience can be is an
incident involving a particular HUD insuring office which
had never indicated the existence of any problems or refer-
red any matters for investigation. However, when HUD in-
vestigators and auditors made an operational survey at the
office, they found 30 instances involving false statements.
As a result of a later investigation at this office, coor-
dinated by the U.S. attorney, 30 defendants were indicted
and 24 convictions obtained.
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Because of the low priority agencies give to fraud de-
tection, they are not always alert to fraud and situations
appearing to be fraudulent. This results in agencies giving
possible defrauders the benefit of the doubt. For instance:

-- Veterans may receive more VA educational benefits than
they are entitled to, but VA generally considers the
overpayment as accounts receivable rather than pos-
sible fraudulent receipts.

--A regional official of the Department of Labor stated
that employees of Labor's Employment and Training Ad-
ministration regard questionable program costs sub-
mitted to Labor by prime sponsors simply as funds to
be recovered and not as suspected frauds.

-- FHWA generally views contract violations as honest
mistakes with no consideration of the underlying rea-
sons for the violations or potential frauds.

--A regional HUD official said that some HUD employees
reject housing loan applications for minor infractions
when, in fact, the application may contain false
statements which may constitute fraud.

Although these situations may be caused by the agency's
urgency to accomplish program objectives, they show a serious
neglect--in some cases bordering on tolerance--of possible
wrongdoing. Practices like these are obviously not conducive
to the effective identification of fraud.

Agencies have not fixed responsibility
for identifying fraud

At the time our review was completed, none of the agen-
cies had designated a group or unit as a focal point for
seeking out and identifying fraud. As a result, agencies
take a reactive rather than an active approach to fraud de-
tection.

Most crimes involve an overt occurrence and an obvious
victim, such as in armed robbery, assault, or arson. The
task of law enforcement in such instances is to identify and
apprehend the perpetrator. Fraud, however, is somewhat
unique because the act may not be obvious, and the victim
may be unaware that he or she has been taken advantage of.
The primary task of those charged with controlling fraud,
then, is to determine that an apparent fraud has taken place.
Clearly, a reactive posture is inadequate to accomplish this
initial detection since there is often no obvious occurrence
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to react to. In general, the only frauds which surface are
those which result from a complaint or which are discovered
accidentally.

No group or unit in the agencies we reviewed, with the
exception of HUD, specifically and systematically looks for
fraud. Thus, while the investigative function is present
in the agencies, the policing function is not.

Agency investigative groups investigate suspected fraud
once it has surfaced. Generally, they do not take the ini-
tiative in searching for fraud, nor do they carry out any
routine, systematic activities to identify it. Agency audi-
tors. in their reviews of agency internal controls and pro-
cedures or audits of contractors and grantees, may sometimes
come- in contact with situations indicating fraud. However,
their audits are not specifically geared toward identifying
fraud. une field audit director, for example, said that
fraud cannot be detected by performing standard audit steps.

Agencies have made occasional attempts to take an ac-
tive, rather than reactive, role to combat fraud. When
agencies have made serious attempts to systematically iden-
tify fraud, they have usually found it. Unfortunately,
these efforts have been few and far between.

Among the agencies we reviewed, HUD's operational sur-
veys are the most ambitious systematic mechanism aimed at
actively seeking out and identifying fraud. The operational
survey combines HUD investigators and auditors in a team
which concentrates its efforts on a single HUD office. The
surveys are aimed at uncovering deficiencies in program man-
agement and identifying specific irregularities, which in-
dicate possible fraud, for investigation.

Results of various operational surveys indicate that
they are useful for identifying fraud. For example, sur-
veys made in 1974, 1975, and 1976 at five HUD insuring of-
fices in one HUD region resulted in 154 cases of fraudulent
activity being pinpointed for further investigation. These
included such alleged criminal activity as

--conspiracy to defraud with the use of a dummy cor-
poration;

-- false certifications by sponsor/builder, mortgagee,
and architect;
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--land valuation irregularities; and

-- undisclosed identities of interest.

In addition, the surveys consistently uncovered admini-
strative deficiencies which could lead to program abuse.
For example, two of the offices did not make required veri-
fication of credit information. Two other offices lacked
controls over certain activities, which resulted in payment
for work not performed or in duplicated services.

Despite the apparent merit of operational surveys,
enough effort is not being devoted to them. HUD's policy is
to survey at least one office per year in each region. Since
each HUD region contains from 5 to 12 area and insuring of-
fices, an office will probably be surveyed only once in many
years. Staffpower devoted to operational surveys does not
appear to be substantial. In one region, for instance, in
about a i-year period, auditors devoted only 7 percent of
their time to the surveys, and investigators only about
8 percent.

In other isolated instances where agencies have actively
sought out fraud, the results have been worthwhile. For ex-
ample:

-- An SBA office examined newly licensed small business
investment companies over a 2-year period, which re-
portedly disclosed numerous schemes involving false
statements and misrepresentations.

--A joint USDA investigative and audit team surveyed a
Farmers Home Administration office to detect home
loan frauds and uncovered 19 cases for investigation.
No similar projects are planned for the future.

--A regional VA fraud squad, composed of temporary comp-
liance investigators, identified four lenders suspected
of fraudulent practices. Forty applications submitted
by the lenders were reviewed, and minor to substantial
irregularities were detected in more than 30 percent
of the applications.

The operations of a Justice task force show how an ac-
tive approach can be taken to detect fraud. At one U.S. at-
torney's office, task force investigators implemented a num-
ber of techniques to identify targets for investigation in
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HUD's area management broker program. 1/ Task force inves-
tigators used the following techniques:

-- Assembling available HUD data to prepare computer
printouts identifying properties with extensive
amounts of repairs, and brokers who used certain
contractors frequently.

-- Reviewing appropriate HUD records to identify false
or altered contractor bid forms, irregularities in
bidding, and duplicate billings for repair work.

-- Sending questionnaires to residents of the HUD pro-
perties to verify that claimed repairs were actually
made, or to determine if the purchaser was a specula-
tor.

Through these means, suspicious brokers and contractors
were identified for investigation of such possible practices
as (1) broker, receiving kickbacks from contractors, (2)
contractors inflating bids for repair work and splitting fees
with brokers, and (3) HUD employees being involved in such
activities. As of May 1977, these and related investigations
had resulted in the conviction or 54 individuals and compan-
ies.

These instances show tLb beneficial results of actively
looking for fraud. These illegal activities had apparently
been going on for a long time; they were fairly widespread,
involved numerous individuals and companies and large sums of
money; and much of the data used to pinpoint suspicious ac-tivities and persons was available at HUD. Yet, it was not
until someone took the initiative to look for fraud and im-
plemented certain detection techniques that the fraudulent
activity came to light.

In those instances where agencies have actively looked
for fraud, they have been successful in finding it. The re-sults obtained from these sporadic efforts indicate that
greater benefits could be derived by implementing a systema-
tic, active approach toward detecting fraud.

1/HUD contracts with brokers to manage, operate, and rehabil-
itate properties of which HUD becomes an owner through fore-
closure. Brokers solicit bids from contractors and award
HUD contracts for repairs.
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Agencies have no assurance that all suspected
frauds are referred for investigation

Because Federal agencies have not specifically delegated
responsibility to look for fraud, they have no assurance that
all suspected fraud is being referred. Other factors con-
tributing to this problem are: lack of controls, heavy work-
loads, and the delegation of administrative responsibility
to non-Federal entities

In the agenc.:s we reviewed, program administrative per-
sonnel did not always refer apparent irregularities for in-
vestigation. In HUD, for example, six operational su-veys
showed that all appropriate matters were not being referred
by HUD administrative personnel. In one irnst 'ce, a manage-
ment review made by a HUD insuring office ident fied 11 cases
where mortgagees submitted incorrect or false me tgage credit
information that was not referred for investigation. SBA
management reviews also disclosed irregularities hich had
not been reported. For example, one irregularity oncerned
a delinquent $50,000 loan guaranty. The SBA revie\ noted
that the company apparently provided false financial data
to obtain the loan guaranty. Although SBA personnel were
not aware of this information when they approved the lcan
in July 1975, the information came to light in April 1976r
1 year before the SBA review. However, no referral for
investigation was made at that time.

Agencies have no controls or procedures to see that sus-
picious matters are referred for investigation. Generally,
agencies rely on employee integrity and adherence to codes
of conduct to report irregularities. Sometimes agency em-
ployees are required to attend occasional briefings at which
their responsibilities are discussed or are required to pe-
riodically review the agency's code of conduct. SBA also
pointed out that it requires its auditors, investigators,
and portfolio review personnel to evaluate employees' comp-
liance with their procedures during field visits.

Frequently, the large workload in Federal agencies
hinders the effective identification of fraud by personnel
who administer agency programs. For example:

--A Department of Labor regional official indicated
that $104 million of CETA funds were expected to be
spent in one city but only three program represen-
tatives were available to monitor these expenditures.
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-- FHWA regional of;icials said that lack of time and
personnel impeded the detection of fraud. (Work-
loads at FHWA prevent personnel from evaluating at
the contract level; staff can only evaluate a sample
of the State agencies' procedures and controls.)

--A regional USDA official responsible for administer-
ing the child nutrition program complained of being
too understaffed to exert adequate controls over
fraud.

--Similarly, GSA personnel told us that lack of person-
ne.i to properly administer contracts was a problem.

SBA provides one of the more critical examples of how

workloads detract from detection of fraud. In one SBA dis-

trict office, loan officers handled a caseload of 400 loans
each. A district office representative indicated that this
was too much for loan officers to properly oversee and that

200 cases per officer would be a more appropriate level. In
another district office, four loan officers handle a port-
folio of 2,431 loans totaling $155 million, an average of

more than 600 loans per officer. The district director
stated that this workload precludes other than the most cur-
sory safeguards against fraud.

Sometimes suspected frauds are not reported because per-
sonnel become indifferent. Agency representatives indicated
that employees lose interest in reporting fraud because they
fail to see worthwhile results from referring irregularities.
Results are hindered by lengthy delays in the criminal inves-
tigative process; another factor is that often there is either

(1) little possibility for prosecution or (2) outright dec-
lination of cases for prosecution.

Another difficulty in ensuring that all suspected frauds

are reported arises when Federal programs are administered
by non-Federal entities, such as State and local agencies or
private-sector institutions. Many of the Government's eco-
nomic assistance activities--such as child nutrition, highway
construction, health care assistance, and employment and

training--are administered, in part, by institutions outside
the Federal structure. The involvement of so many adminis-
trative layers increases both the opportunity for fraud and
the problems in detecting it. As USDA has stated:

"The need for a mechanism to detect fraud is, of
course, present in each program which involves
tne administration of public funds. The problems
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increase in those programs where Federal controls
are diluted by State and local governmental involve-
ment and contractual relationships involving the
private sector." 1/

Often, when a Federal agency delegates all or part of
the administrative responsibility for a program, much of
the burden for detecting fraud goes with it. For instance,
USDA relies upon State ptogr. 1 representatives to iden-
tify fraud in some programs. In Labor, e.:ployees of the
Employment and Training Administration regard fraud detec-
tion as the responsiblity of grantees rather than the Fed-
eral Government. However, it is doubtful whether relying
on non-Federal entities to identify and report fraud is
justified in the absence of any Federal controls. For ex-
ample, a regional investigative official of USDA indicated
that USDA has little coordination with State and local ad-
ministering agencies in detecting frauds. Some FHWA re-
gional officials told us they were not aware of any specific
individual State efforts or lack of efforts to detect fraud.

Regarding the general inadequacy of State antifraud
efforts, an official of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration has observed:

"* * * the States are hampered by one large fac-
tor of resources, trained resources. They do
not have the economic investigative manpower to
get involved in all areas of fraud. The one
that is closest tc State involvement is commer-
cial fraud, fraud against businesses where the
pressure becomes the greatest, I believe. This
is the area they have been directing most of
their resources toward." 2/

An additional factor is that in many of the programs
administered by non-Federal entities, the entity invests
relatively few, if any, funds. Since most of the funding
is Federal, non-Federal entities have little incentive to
look for fraud. Additionally, since Federal agencies

l/Hearings on H.R. 2819 before a Subcommittee of the House
Committee on Government Operations, 95th Cong., 1st Sess.,
p. 500 (1977).

2/Ibid., p. 420 (i977).
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cannot always depend on their own employees to identify and
report all frauds, it is questionable whether they can rely
on non-Federal employees.

AGENCY INVESTIGATORS MAY NOT HAVE EXPERTISE
TO EFFECTIVELY INVESTIGATE FRAUD

When suspected frauds are identified, either by auditors,
complaints, or other means, agency investigators usually make
at least a limited investigation to establish whether there
is reasonable evidence that a crime has been committed. Fre-
quently, agency inv'estigators make lengthier investigations
to present a case to Justice for possible prosecution. While
we did not evaluate the effectiveness of agency investigative
activities, we noted a basic shortcoming which may hinder the
investigators from making skilled fraud investigations. This
problem is that many investigators lack the background, ex-
perience, and training in areas needed to effectively inves-
tigate fraud.

The qualifying requirements for the GS-1811 criminal in-
vestigator position generally include a bachelor's degree or
several years of responsible experience or an equivalent com-
bination of education and experience. None of these educa-
tional or other qualifying criteria require experience or
training in investigating fraud or knowledge of subject mat-
ter often necessary to investigate fraud, such as finance
and accounting.

In the agencies we reviewed, most investigators had
several years of investigative or law enforcement experience,
but they generally did not have the background, experience,
and training for fraud investigations. While some of this
previous experience may have involved fraud investigation,
most did not. A few investigators, for example, previously
had positions, such as Internal Revenue Service agents or
local welfare fraud investigators, where fraud investigations
were frequent. About 20 percent of the investigators we
sampled had investigative experience in one of the military
departments and had some experience in investigating at
least one type of fraud (procurement fraud). However, nearly
70 percent of the investigators had prior experience in
positions where Federal fraud situations were not generally
encountered (such as local police, sheriff, or national park
police positions) cr had no previous experience at all be-
fore being employed Dy their respective agencies.

Although agency investigators have usually received
training in various investigative or law enforcement matters
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and techniques, they have not been trained to handle fraud
or fraud investigations. The most frequently attended train-
ing program for investigators is at the Department of the
Treasury's Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. This is
a 7-week program covering such basic investigative techniques
as sources of information, effective writing for investiga-
tions, and conduct and testifying in court. However, most
of the subject areas such as dignitary protection, civil
disturbances, arrest techniques, and fingerprinting, are only
remotely, if at all, relevant to the duties which agency in-
vestigators typically perform. The entire training program
does not provide agency investigators with specific train-
ing to help them investigate fraud more effectively. In May
1978, the Center planned to substantially add to its curri-
culum, by including courses dealing with white-collar crime
and fraud.

Many investigative officials and investigators :old us
they could use more training in fraud and fraud investigative
techniques. They indicated a need for training in such
specific areas as (1) the elements of fraud, (2) what fraud
is, (3) where and how it occurs, and (4) the types and ex-
tent of evidence needed to prove fraud.

At the time of our review, GSA and HUD were planning
to send selected investigators to an FBI-sponsored training
course on white-collar crime. The course involved 2 weeks
of training in residence at the FBI Academy and included
training with computers and methods of accounting. Addi-
tionally, we were told that USDA was developing a training
course on investigating frauds which new recruits, and pos-
sibly experienced investigators, would attend.

Aside from experience and training in fraud, agency
investigators generally lacked an education in finance or
accounting-related subjects. This could be detrimental to
effective fraud investigations.

By its nature, fraud against the Government often in-
volves extensively reviewing financial documents, forms,
books, and records. For instance, the major means of em-
bezzlement from federally assisted community action pro-
grams is through :nterfund transfers, misapplication of in-
surance proceeds, fraudulent rentals, and kickbacks. These
actions may involve detailed and complicated financial and
accounting transactions. The indispensable tool for inves-
tigating fraud is skillfully analyzing the documents in-
volved in these cases.
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Representatives of various U.S. attorneys' offices and
the FBI told us that because fraud against the Government
usually involves financial matters, it is essential that in-
vestigators have a background a'tuned to financial and ac-
counting matters, One U.S. attorney, for instance, stated
that highly skilled investigators with accounti g backgrounds
are needed to analyze books and records. Although the attor-
ney has agency investigators assigned to his task force, he
considers them to be useful mainly for their knowledge of
agency program operations rather than for investigative ex-
pertise. Officials of some agency investigative offices be-
lieved that investigators needed more expertise in financial
matters to do quality fraud investigations.

In the agencies we reviewed, most investigators lacked
an educational background in finance, accounting, or related
subjects. In one USDA regional office of investigation, for
example, only 6 of 32 investigators had at least 3 semester
hours of accounting or finance; in another office, none of
the 34 investigators had any such background. In a HUD of-
fice, one investigator had a degree in business administra-
tion, but the other six investigators had no similar back-
ground. In two GSA offices, none of the 28 investigators
had any background in accounting or finance. SBA appears to
be an exception to the above pattern. SBA informed us that
10 of its 15 investigators have had formal training in ac-
counting.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the scarcity of information on the extent of
fraud against the Government, the problem is probably great
because of the large amount of Federal expenditures suscep-
tible to fraud. This being the case, the present low-
priority efforts of most Federal agencies to identify fraud
in their programs are grossly inadequate. In addition to
strong internal controls and effective audit coverage, it is
also essential that Federal agencies establish investigative
units within their Offices of Inspector General or comparable
units to specifically identify fraud in Government programs.

There is little probability that fraud against the Gov-
ernment can be significantly reduced through the current
policies and practices of Federal agencies. Fraud cannot
be combated unless it is first identified. And it will not
be identified if agencies continue to take a passive approach
toward it.
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As with other goals Federal agencies strive to achieve,
identification of fraud calls for a systematic strategy.
This strategy will require a commitment on the part of each
agency to identify fraud by elevating fraud detection to a
high priority. It will require that agencies fix responsi-
bility to actively look for fraud. And it will require as
much knowledge as possible about how, where, and why fraud
can occur within an agency's operations.

We believe there are simply too many Federal dollars
"up for grabs" for agencies to stand by and wait for fraud
to happen before acting. The policies and practices which
foster this passive attitude will have to be substantially
revised if Federal agencies are to make progress in reduc-
ing fraud.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Current national media coverage of the alleged frauds
in building construction and maintenance contracting at
the General Services Administration highlights Federal vul-
nerability to white-collar crime and the consequent need
for an effective strategy to combat it. We recommend that
the Secretaries of Agriculture, Labor, Transportation, and
Housing and Urban Development; and the Administrators of
Veterans Affairs, General Services, and the Small Business
Administration, should institute a more organized, sys-
tematic approach to identifying fraud by

-- developing management information systems aimed at
providing information on the most likely types and
methods of fraud, including the development of tech-
niques for estimating the magnitude of fraud in
agency programs;

-- elevating fraud identification to a high agency pri-
ority;

-- taking steps to make employees more aware of the po-
tential for fraud and establishing controls to see
that all irregularities are promptly referred to
appropriate personnel;

-- fixing organizational responsibility for identifying
fraud; and

-- providing agency investigators with appropriate fraud
training; in future hirings, concentrating on recruitment
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of personnel with backgrounds and education more
suited to the financial complexities of fraud.

These recommendations are only directed at the programagencies covered in our review. We believe, however, theyare most essential to effectively deal with fraud and abusein Government programs, and therefore should be consideredby other Federal agencies in their efforts to comprehensively
address this serious problem.
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CJAPTER 4

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE HAS NOT BEEN AGGRESSIVE IN

ASSISTING AGENCIES TO COMBAT FRAUD

Although the Department of Justice is the primary Fed-
eral agency concerned with law enforcement and the coordina-
tor of Federal crime prevention programs, it has been slow
in taking an active role in assisting Federal agencies to
combat fraud. Justice has only recently provided some type
of leadership in this area, but apparently, present efforts
are too informal and too limited to be very effective.

As the Government's chief law enforcement agency, Jus-
tice not only prosecutes frauds against the Government but
is responsible for coordinating all of the Government's
antifraud activities. Executive Order 11396, dated Febru-
ary 7, 1968, authorizes the Attorney General to facilitate
and coordinate the criminal law enforcement activities and
crime Prevention -programs of all Federal departments and
agencies. It also directs each Federal agency to cooperate
with the Attorney General and furnish any needed informa-
tion and assistance. But Justice has not effectively dis-
charged this responsibility. A 1976 report by the Ameri-
can Bar Association stated that "the total Federal effort
against economic crime is underfunded, undirected, and un-
coordinated, and is in need of the development of priori-
ties." 1/

JUSTICE HAS NOT PROVIDED SUFFICIENT
DIRECTION TO AGENCIES

Because of its Government-wide law enforcement authority
and its expertise, Justice is in a unique position to pro-
vide oversight, guidance, and assistance to Federal agencies
on the best ways to pinpoint, detect, and reduce fraud in
their programs. This coordination can be done by (1) sup-
plying each agency with data on how fraud has occurred and
can occur and (2) developing guidelines on how agencies
should handle fraud matters to increase the likelihood of
successful prosecution. Unfortunately, Justice has done
little to accomplish these ends.

l/"Final Report of the American Bar Association Section of
Criminal Justice--Committee on Economic Offenses," Dec. 30,
1976 (p. 12).
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Justice is unable to provide agencies with this informa-
tion because it lacks such information itself. Justice does
not maintain statistics showing the proportion of staff time
spent on particular programs. It does not maintain overall
data on the specific source (agency and program) of fraud
matters referred or their disposition; Justice has had to
ask agencies for information about the cases the agencies
have referred to Justice, to compensate for its own lack of
a meaningful management information system in tnis area.

thle available data is too general to be useful to
agency executives who must pinpoint the source of their
fraud problems. For example, Justice may know how many in-
dictments and convictions have resulted from Federal in-
vestigations and prosecutions. This information, however,
discloses nothing about weaknesses in the structure of agency
programs, regulations, procedures, and management that pro-
vided the opportunities for such frauds to occur. Instead,
information must be derived from a case-by-case analysis of
the fraud schemes prosecuted in any given Federal program;
it cannot be developed by simply collecting gross statistics,
such as the number of cases opened and the number of indict-
ments obtained.

In the few instances where Justice has made an effort
in this direction, it has not made effective use of the
information available. For example, Justice has prepared
detailed documents which thoroughly analyzed the fraud
problem in Federal housing programs. The documents (1) pro-
vide detailed background information on each of HUD's
major housing programs, (2) explore aspects of the programs
which have proven susceptible to fraud, (3) provide sugges-
tions for developing cases, and (4) offer ideas for possible
prosecution strategies. The documents, however, have only
been prepared for Federal housing matters and have only
been distributed to U.S. attorneys. There is a great deal
of valuable information in these documents which could be
used profitably by agency investigators. Also, by expand-
ing this concept to other programs and distributing these
documents to agency personnel, Justice could do much to
redress the problems of guidance and coordination.

Justice is hampered in several ways by the absence of
meaningful information about fraud in Government programs
and the nature of the fraud cases referred by agencies
administering those programs. This absence limits feed-
back and other forms of assistance which Justice could
provide to Federal agencies. Without such data, it is
virtually impossible for Justice to accurately a;sess
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the effectiveness of its own enforcement efforts or the en-
forcement efforts of any other Federal agency. This weak-
ness, in turn, handicaps Justice's effort a devise a
comprehensive law enforcement strategy t. _revent, detect,
investigate, prosecute, and punish Government program fraud.

Justice does not provide Federal agencies with specific,
formal, uniform guidelines on what types of cases will be
accepted by U.S. attorneys and how those cases should be
developed to increase the likelihood of successful prosecu-
tion. The existing procedures governing referral of cases
to Justice arose in a piecemeal manner and vary not only
from agency to agency, but among the different types of pro-
grams. Justice officials said that the only formal "guide-
lines" currently in effect are memorandums of understanding
between Justice and some of the agencies reviewed. However,
these vary by agency and provide only general guidance on
the respective responsibilities of Justice and Federal pro-
gram agencies in handling suspected fraud.

U.S. attorneys' offices also do not provide any formal
guidelines to the agencies. Sometimes they even fail to
communicate the specific reasons for declining cases to
the agencies which referred them. Criteria used by U.S.
attorneys to evaluate the prosecutive merit of suspected
fraud cases vary from district to district. As a result,
agencies with centralized responsibility for referring
fraud must try to determine from experience which cases will
be prosecuted by which U.S. attorneys.

A prosecutive problem, common not only to fraud against
the Government but to Federal crimes in general, is the lack
of remedies short of prosecution. In a previous report,
we pointed out that for a variety of reasons, U.S. attorneys
choose not to prosecute the vast majority of alleged viola-
tions of Federal criminal law. 1/ One of the major reasons
for not prosecuting certain violations is the relatively
small size of the crime--a factor typical of many cases of
fraud against the Government. As a result of this prosecu-
tive selectivity, many suspected defrauders are not prose-
cuted and, since other remedies are often lacking, an ac-
cused defrauder, if guilty, may never be penalized at all.

1/"U.S. Attorneys Do Not Prosecute Many Suspected Violators
of Federal Laws," GGD-77-86 (Feb. 27, 1978).
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Justice officials have said that criminal prosecution
is too harsh for some types of cases, especially those in-
volving small sums of money where there is no evidence of
a scheme or pattern to defraud the Government. Along theselines, Justice officials suggest greater use of administra-
tive penalties, such as suspension from a program. While
this technique might prove useful in certain circumstances,
more viable and comprehensive alternatives to prosecution
are urgently needed.

More than 40,000 criminal cases are filed annually
in U.S. district courts, but only a fraction undergo a
full trial. The need for action on this problem becomes
apparent when one considers the fact that many matters are
not detected and, if detected, may not be referred to Justice
for prosecution.

RECENT JUSTICE EFFORTS FALL
SHORT OF WHAT IS NEEDED

Most of Justice's recent innovative efforts to coordi-
nate the fraud enforcement activities of Federal agencies
are implemented through the Criminal Division's Fraud Sectionand the Attorney General's White-Collar Crime Committee. At-
torneys in the Fraud Section are assigned duties such as

--reviewing investigations;

--assisting, on an as-needed basis, U.S. attorneys
in the prosecution of fraud cases;

-- prosecuting fraud cases;

-- reviewing relevant Federal legislation; and

-- assisting the agencies in detecting and referring
allegations of fraud.

The White-Collar Crime Committee was established in
the spring of 1975. It has succeeded to some degree in
focusing attention on fraud against the Governmert, alert-
ing Federal agencies to its severity, and uncovering some
basic problems. However, its effectiveness has been hindered
by several factors.

The Committee was established to provide a focal point
within Justice to coordinate its own antifraud activities
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and provide guidance to Federal program agencies. Although
the Committee was originally formed on a temporary basis, the
Attorney General authorized it to continue its work, in ac-
cordance with nis elevating white-collar crime as a Justice
priority. The Committee's basic procedure is to meet with
top officials of Federal agencies, discuss their problems,
and devise test strategies for improving the prevention, de-
tection, and prosecution of fraud in their programs.

through meetings with agency officials and general
experience in prosecuting cases, the Committee has uncovered
numerous agency weaknesses which provide opportunities for
fraud. These problems generally coincide with the deficien-
cies discussed in chapter 3 and include the following:

-- More pressure on agencies to spend program funds
than to account for them.

-- Understaffed and undertrained investigative and au-
dit groups.

-- Absence of worthwhile data collection systems.

--Excessive levels of review before potential fraud
cases are referred to Justice.

One type of assistance which the Committee has provided
Federal agencies is via special or pilot projects designed
to detect fraud in particular programs. Justice's orienta-
tion toward special projects rather than programmatic solu-
tions evolves from its lack of the necessary personnel to
implement solutions. Basically problem oriented, these
special projects experiment with innovative ways to detect
and prosecute fraud in Government programs. In one U.S.
attorney district, a project has led to identifying over
1,00C cases of welfare fraud involving public employees.
In a June 22, 1977, letter to the Governor of Illinois an-
nouncing the indictment of 92 Government workers on welfare
frauds (both past and present), a U.S. attorney remarked:

"* * * In my almost nine years as a prosecutor, I
have never seen extensive criminal conduct such
as that involved here. * * * It appears that in
addition to those identified already, thousands
of additional residents of Illinois are fraudu-
lently obtaining welfare benefits while employed
full-time. I should hasten to add that this prob-
lem is not isolated to government employees alone."
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The Chicago Sun-Times also quoted him as saying:

"* * * The problem with health care delivery in par-
ticular and the whole range of federal programs
generally breaks down into two parts.

"First, a lack of respect for government by the
beneficiaries of these programs. * * * They (persons
receiving public aid, veteran's benefits, FHA loans,
unemployment compensation, Medicdid, etc.) don't
feel that anything will be done to them if they lie
or misrepresent their work status or abuse the sys-
tem. * * *

"Second, there is a callous disregard for public
money by levels of the bureaucracy, particularly the
federal level. There are no performance criteria,
no monitoring of programs. Instead, the idea is not
to rock the boat, a form of tunnel vision in which
the bureaucrats avoid facing problems, exposing them
to the public, Lothering their superiors."

Justice officials also cited another project which
tested unemployment benefits paid during a 3-month period.
They said this project yielded 8,000 potential cases of
employed individuals who may be fraudulently receiving
benefits totaling $2.3 million.

Another form of assistance is an agreement by Justice's
Criminal Fraud Section to prosecute cases which agencies
cannot get the U.S. attorney to prosecute. Some agencies
have complained that U.S. attorneys sometimes decline
cases which the agencies would like to see prosecuted.

By assisting agencies in this manner, Justice also
builds closer working relationships with them. The Com-
mittee has also urged U.S. attorneys to communicate their
findings on program weaknesses, uncovered during the course
of criminal investigations, back to the top executives of
Federal program agencies.

Another result of the Committee's work has been the
development of a Program Fraud Referral form, currently
awaiting approval by the Office of Management and Budget.
The FBI sends information copies of all referrals it is
asked to investigate to Justice's Criminal Fraud Section.
However, since some agencies bypass the FBI and refer cases
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directly to U.S. attorneys, the Criminal Fraud Section can-
not monitor all fraud referrals sent to Justice for prosecu-
tion. Furthermore, some U.S. attorneys are reluctant to
analyze their fraud cases and report their findings to the
Criminal Fraud Section, and Justice officials admit that
coordination between the two entities is sometimes lacking.
Attorneys submitting a referral form to the Criminal Fraud
Section on each case of program fraud referred to any Jus-
tice unit should help the Criminal Fraud Section be aware
of trends in fraud referrals. This procedure would facili-
tate better coordination between program agencies and the
U.S. attorneys who must prosecute their cases.

Justice also has provided training to agency person-
nel. During 1977, these efforts included:

-- A special seminar at the FBI Academy on fraud
in Federal housing programs, attended by 30
assistant U.S. attorneys, FBI agents, staff
from Justice's Criminal and Civil Divisions,
and top audit and investigative personnel from
HUD, USDA, and VA.

-- Training for GSA auditors in Dallas and Washing-
ton, D.C., with the focus on such issues as how
to "get behind" financial data and other infor-
mation to detect fraud, how to develop a case,
and what evidence to look for. A similar train-
ing session was being developed for Defense
Contract Audit Agency auditors.

-- A 4-day FBI seminar on program fraud was planned
for over 100 of i' agents assigned to investi-
gate fraud in SBA, HEW, and USDA programs.

The Air Force's Office of Special Investigation is
the only agency we found with anything approaching a com-
prehensive fraud training program. The Office has had a
fraud training program since 1950, and in 1974 the pro-
gram was expanded to 12 weeks as part of its increased
emphasis on fraud investigations. In 1977 the Office
entered into a contract to produce a movie entitled "Vio-
lations of Public Trust," to provide Defense personnel
with an awareness of fraud and its symptoms, what to look
for, and what to do when they find it.

We believe these actions indicate a growing awareness
of an as yet unmet need. much remains to be done in edu-
cating and training agency personnel in fraud matters.
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Justice officials believe, and we agree, that the first
step toward reducing the opportunity for fraud in Federal
programs is learning to recognize the symptoms of typical
fraud schemes.

Justice officials suggest the need for "enforcement
impact statements" as a part of new social legislation-
These statements would show how much a given program or
activity will cost in terms of security, periodic audits,
and other measures to protect Government funds.

While the actions of the White-Collar Crime Committee
are positive, it is questionable whether the committee can
be an effective vehicle for all that needs to be done
because the Committee relies primarily on persuasion and
encouragement. Its efforts have also been handicapped
by Justice's inability to devote substantial resources to
coordinating the Government's antifraud efforts. (The
Fraud Section of the Criminal Division has 33 attorneys,
but only 9 devote their time specifically to fraud against
the Government and only 2 to actually coordinating and
asisting agency efforts.)

Other Justice components, such as the Public In-
tegrity Section and the Civil Division's Frauds Section,
are involved in stopping fraud against the Government,
but their efforts are mainly directed toward prosecuting
specific cases. The Department of Justice, in commenting
on this rrtort, did say that its Civil Frauds Section's
initiative in HUD's mortgage insurance programs and VA's
mortgage guaranty programs highlighted significant de-
ficiencies in these programs. Justice said that it ad-
vised the agencies of these perceived deficiencies;
however, it is unaware of any steps taken to deal with
these problems. Locally, about 25 U.S. attorneys have
established formal or informal units for prosecuting
certain economic crimes, but their major thrust is pros-
ecution rather than assistance to program agencies.

Justice is the only Federal agency in a position to
lead an across-the-board attack on fraud against the Gov-
ernment:. While we are not certain what level of resources
is needed for this mission, we believe that protecting a
$250-billion investment from fraud warrants more attention
than can be devoted by a handful of personnel.
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CONCLUSIONS

Justice is the logical focal point for the Government's
antifraud activities. It is the chief Federal law enforce-
ment agency and, since it is ultimately responsible for pros-
ecutinq cases involvina frauds against the Government, it
has a vested interest in ensuring that agencies submit qual-
ity cases for prosecution. Since Federal agencies have not
shown the ability to effectively deal with fraud, Justice
must play a more active role in helping agencies identify
and reduce opportunities for fraud in their programs.

Although Justice recognizes the severity of fraud
against the Government, its informal efforts and limited
resources devoted to this task greatly limit its effec-
tiveness in dealing with this very serious problem.

Justice officials believe, and we agree, that the
best solution to the fraud problem is prevention: that is,
tightening-up program controls to reduce the possibilities
for abuse or fraudulent activities. Justice has advocated
that agencies demonstrate that program controls exist and
are workable before funds are authorized for their programs.
Justice officials also suggest a need for "enforcement impact
statements" as part of new social legislation to show how
much a given program or activity will cost in terms of
security, periodic audits, and other measures to protect
the integrity of Government funds.

While these preventive measures should certainly be
considered for future programs, there is a current and
pressing need to control fraud in existing economic as-
sistance programs. Delays by Justice and other Federal
agencies in taking effective action can only worsen an
already serious situation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Attorney General direct appro-
priate Justice representatives to establish a formal plan
for assisting Federal agencies in combating fraud in their
programs. As a minimum, the plan should spell out detailed
procedures for

-- working with Federal agencies to develop information
on the nature of potential fraud in their programs,

-- consulting with agencies to devise systems to iden-
tify and investigate fraud,
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-- advising agencies of the types of cases which willreceive priority for prosecution and working with
agencies to devise alternative solutions for thosewhich will not, and

-- providing fe 'back to Federal agency officials onprogram and administrative weaknesses developed byFederal prosecutors during the course of various
prosecutions.
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CHAPTER 5

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The various Federal program agencies commenting on this
report agreed that more needs to be done to effectively cope
with fraud and abuse in Government programs and generally
agreed with the basic message of our report and its recom-
mendations. Most of these agencies have identified various
actions they have taken or plan to take to bolster their
fraud efforts. (See app. I to VII.) VA, HUD, USDA, Labor,
SBA, and GSA also believe that some of their actions pres-
ently meet the spirit of some of our recommendations.
The Department of Justice also agreed that more needs to
be done and identified certain actions it has taken to
increase its effectiveness. (See app. VIII.)

This chapter discusses these agency comments as they
relate to some of the specific recommendations--such as
(1) elevating fraud identification to a high agency
priority, (2) fixing organizational responsibilities for
identifying fraud, and (3) taking steps to see that all
irregularities are referred for investigation--and also
discusses certain issues raised by some of the agencies
over the way the report characterized their fraud detection
activities. The chapter also discusses the Department of
Justice's specific concerns and disagreements with this
report.

ELEVATING FRAUD INDENTIFICATION TO A
HIGH AGENCY PRIORITY

VA, HUD, USDA, Labor, SBA, and GSA all commented that
the detection and investigation of fraud is one of their
highest priorities. VA said that the detection and inves-
tigation of fraud was implemented through the creation of
its Office of Inspector General in January 1978. VA also
said that it gives priority to identifying fraud in its
loan guaranty programs because (1) all loan examiners are
constantly looking for evidence of improperly packaged loan
submissions and (2) it has a system to randomly select
cases for Dackup verification of credit reports, employ-
ment, and asset information.

USDA said that detection and investigation of fraud
is the nighest priority of its new Office of Inspector
General, which was established in January 1978. Labor
said that, by establishing its Office of Special Inves-
tigation, fraud identification was raised to a high
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agency priority. GSA said that it requested the Congress to

increase its audit and investigative staff and that the Of-

fice of Audit and Investigation is now required to report

each week directly to the Administrator. In addition, the

Administrator has appointed a special counsel, on an interim

basis, to have oversight of GSA inspection audits and in-

vestigative programs.

HUD presented detailed comments on the status and

evolution of its fraud detection efforts. (See app. III.)

It said the fact that these initiatives are being carried

out by the highest Department officials demonstrates that

the problem of fraud/program abuse has received priority

consideration. It also discussed several management systems

to

-- force action on outstanding audit findings,

--ensure that timely actions are taken on future

disclosures of management weaknesses, and

-- focus attention on the dispositon of audit and

investigation matters by HUD's managers.

SBA said that fraud identification is one of its high-

est pric:ities and emphasized that (1) fraud detection is

stresseQ to all auditors and investigators and (2) the

Office of Audits and Investigations is in the Office of

the Administrator. SBA did not believe that this report

sufficiently recognized its activities to monitor program

integrity, which it states is directly tied to combating

fraud.

The actions taken by the agencies to more aggressively

deal with program fraud should improve the situation. We

would like to caution, however, that their initiatives

should be analyzed to determine their true relationship to

any stepped-up effort to combat fraud. VA, USDA, Labor,

and GSA said that their new organizational changes and re-

alinement of responsibilities, which occurred after the

completion of our review, is their present response to

establishing fraud as a priority. Efforts to assess the

results of these units' new long-term initiatives in re-

lation to improving the overall fraud efforts would, at this

time, be premature. But their actions are certainly in the

right direction.

We do not agree that fraud detection is a high priority

in VA's loan guaranty program. We recognize that the prac-

tices and procedures cited by VA on page 41 are helpful for
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identifying irregularities. These practices and procedures,
however, are too limited for zeroing in on program fraud.
For one thing, VA regional staff who use these procedures
told us that their top priority is service, and that devot-
ing their time to this priority precludes them from making
adequate efforts to detect fraud in processing loans.

As pointed out on page 7, fraud activity is usually
hidden or disguised within the framework of an apparently
legitimate undertaking. By its very nature, fraud against
the Government often involves extensively reviewing finan-
cial documents, forms, books, and records. And program em-
ployees often do not have the time or experience to accom-
plish this task. VA's current efforts of asking employees
to look out for improperly packaged loan submissions, ob-
taining background checks on credit, etc., are helpful;
however, they fall short of what we believe constitutes
adequate attempts to systematically identify this type of
crime.

We believe that this report adequately recognizes
HUD's efforts as a forerunner in dealing with program
fraud and believe HUD's efforts are noteworthy. We also
believe, however, as demonstrated on page 21 (limited
operational surveys), that much more can be done to make
fraud detection a high priority. The implementation of
our recommendations would definitely improve its effective-
ness to comprehensively address the fraud and abuse prob-
lems in its programs. HUD, for example, can (1) establish
a group whose sole function is to specifically look for
fraud, (2) increase the frequency of operational surveys,
(3' establish a system to monitor efforts to combat fraud,
and (4) provide training in fraud detection.

SEA cites the activities of its various audit and
investigative groups as evidence of its efforts to main-
tain program integrity. We realize that the activities
of these elements are worthwhile and that their efforts
are often successful in surfacing actual frauds. However,
we want to emphasize the shortcoming common tc all of
the agencies included in our review--the absence of a
systematic, ongoing, active approach to looking for fraud.
In fact, SBA officials responsible for audit and investi-
gative activities said that, with the given resources, it
was impossible to be anything except reactive tc~ fraud
in SBA programs.

As pointed out on page 7, fraud detection is diffi-
cult and, therefore, a special effort is needed to identify
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such activities. This effort should not be comminglea with
other duties and responsibilities of day-to-day operations.
In summary, we believe that priority for fraud detection is
best indicated by establishing day-to-day procedures and
activities aimed at specifically identifying fraud and not
by the mere altering of the organizational structure and/or
encouraging employees to be on the alert.

FIXING ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR IDENTIFYING FRAUD

In commenting on this report, VA, HUD, SBA, USDA, GSA,
and Labor indicated that they had fixed organizational re-
sponsibility in their agencies to detect and prevent fraud
and abuse in their programs. SBA said that its Office of
Audits and Investigations and Labor said its new Office of
Special Investigations were their focal points for fraud
identification. GSA said its newly appointed special counsel
has oversight responsibility for GSA's inspection audit and
investigative program. The other agencies related that they
have established Offices of Inspector General from previously
separate organiz ional components--Offices of Audits and
Offices of Investigation. Most believed that the organiza-
tional change will facilitate coordination and improve their
ability to deal with fraud problems. Each agency also high-
lighted that the frontline of defense for fraud prevention
is alert personnel who can spot and report irregularities
in performing day-to-day jobs. Additionally, HUD said
that by highlighting the isolated actions taken by agencies
to identify program fraud, we were being either contradic-
tory or inconsistent with the purpose of this section
(agencies had not designated organizational responsibility
to detect fraud) since organizational responsibility would
have to be established to carry out such activities.

The message of this report is that the fight against
fraud in Federal programs lacks leadership, guidance, and
commitment. We presented the isolated agency fraud detec-
tion actions on page 21 to show that when aggressive actions
have been taken, fraudulent activity has been found. These
isolated efforts, however, did not depict, with the possible
exception of HUD's operational surveys, any type of systema-
tic effort to identify fraud. Rather, they Appear in our
view to be reactionary, piecemeal, and sporadic initiatives.
Therefore, we do not believe we are contradicting ourselves
regarding these agencies' lack of overall designated or-
ganizational responsibility to fight fraud.
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We agree that each agency has an organizational entityresponsible for handling fraud matters when they arise. Wealso believe that the agencies' newly formed organizationalunits are positive steps to deal more aggressively with thefraud and abuse problem. Nevertheless, we still believeeach agency, in addition to having strong internal controlsand balanced audit coverage needs to at least establishseparate and distinct units in its Office of Inspector Gen-eral, Office of Special Investigations, and/or Offices ofAudits and Investigations comprised of qualified investi-gators, whose sole responsibility is fraud detection andprevention. Otherwise, nothing more than an organizationalshift of responsibilities has occurred in the establishmentof these agency groups, and the fraud detection effort mayremain passive and reactive.

We believe separate and distinct units are needed be-cause fraud is complex and difficult to uncover, and requiresconsiderable expertise and experience to detect. We do notbelieve it is beneficial to commingle the fraud detectionresponsibilities with many other functions such as investi-gating equal employment opportunity cemplaints, employeemisconduct matters, and internal audit -perations as wasthe situation at the time of our review.

TAKING STEPS TO SEE THAT ALL IRREGULARITIESARE REFERRED FOR INVESTIGATION

HUD, USDA, and VA said thx. have regulations requiringemployees to report suspiciors matters and to cooperate withtheir investigative groups.

HUD noted that it remincs its employees annually ofthis detection responsibility during standards of conductbriefings. Also, its Office of Inspector General personnelare visible at all levels of Lepartment operations, andHUD managers are told of their failures to report suspiciousmatters through operational surveys or other operations.HUD noted that no foolproof methods exist for assuring thatemployees fulfill this vital responsibility. HUD believesfurther efforts would be viewed by its employees a. harasr-ment and would be counterproductive.

USDA added that its officials are aware of their fraud re-ferral responsibilities and requirements. Each USDA programagency has a senior staff member appointed to be a liaison withits Office of Inspector General. The liaison facilitates thereferral of investigative matters and sees that reports areproperly handled and acted upon by program agency officials.
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VA said that its departmental heads have responsibility
for assuring that appropriate controls to prevent and detect
fraud, abuse, and error are built into programs they ad-
minister. Existing VA procedures require that all cases
involving prima facie evidence of criminal violations be
referred to the Justice Department and that matters which
appear suspicious be referred to its regional district
counsels for investigation.

We do not dispute the fact that each of these agencies
has procedures and practices for alerting and requiring
its employees to refer suspicious matters for investigation.
The point is that Federal agencies lack controls and pro-
cedures to query employees about potential fraud matters
that may have occurred. Such matters may not be referred
because the employees were unsure that a violation took
place, or could not correlate something that seemed wrong
to a fraudulent activity. One must remember that employees
are not investigators and may know very little of what
constitutes a criminal violation. Agency program employees
need help from trained investigators who can correlate a
so-called innocent mistake to a fraudulent scheme.

We agree with HUD that no foolproof methods exist for
assuring that employees will refer suspected wrongdoings.
We do believe, however, more must be done. We agree that
operational surveys can serve as a mechanism to identify
employees' failure to report suspected irregularities.
Efforts could be taken to query employees about daily
operations, giving examples of prior fraudulent activities
and relating these examples to their operations. HUD
questions its employees during operational surveys; however,
these surveys are limited. We also believe that efforts
similar to SBA's evaluation of the implementation of exist-
ing referral procedures by its various audit and investi-
gative groups is a needed step to achieve this goal. (See
p. 23.)

CHARACTERIZATION OF AGENCY
EFFORTS TO DETECT FRAUD

VA expressed concern over the way our report character-
ized its efforts to combat fraud. VA said our information
was dated or incomplete and, therefore, misleading in its
discussions of VA's efforts. VA also said that our report
overstated the effect of fraud in its loan guaranty and
educational benefits program.
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The information on VA activities presented throughout
this report was obtained from various VA records and from
interviews with many headquarters and regional office of-
ficials. This information was obtained during the period
June to August 1977, and in our view, reflected an agency
making a minimal effort toward the identification of fraud
in its programs. We disagree that the information contained
in the report distorts VA's commitment to the fraud problem
at the time of our review.

Prior to establishing the Office of Inspector General,
in January 1978, VA lacked a solid commitment to deal with
fraud and abuse in its programs. VA's efforts were limited
and sporadic and were never the result of any systematic
approach for identifying fraud and abuse. As pointed out
on page 3, VA had only 9 investigators in the field and
16 in headquarters. Considering their other duties, how
much effort could they have spent in the fraud area?

VA regional representatives consider service as their
Lop priority, and this effort precluded them from making
sufficient efforts to detect fraud. Also, many VA re-
gional officials that we contacted during June and August
1977 believed that fraud was not a problem. For example,
five VA regional office directors visited during our re-
view believed that, for the most part, fraud was not a
significant problem. In addition, the majority of the top
management officials in each of these regions shared the
same view.

We believe that the current efforts by VA are a step
in the right direction, especially with regard to imple-
menting our recommendations and tightening program con-
trols over various VA programs. This should be the
beginning of a continuing effort to measure and deal with
the existence and severity of fraud in VA programs.

VA also said that our report contained statements
that overstated the effect of fraud in its loan guaranty
and educational benefit program and understated its ef-
forts to address the problem. For example, VA said that
fraud discovery in its loan guaranty program was not the
result of a complaint or accidental discovery as suggested
by our report, but is generally a result of a systematic
review of all cases throughout the entire procedure of
loan processing, construction evaluation, loan servicing,
and claims and property management. VA said that its 49
regional loan guaranty offices and their staff have regula-
tory and procedural manual instructions requiring constant
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alertness to and prompt actions in all cases wherein some
schemes may appear to indicate a fraudulent transaction.

Regarding its education benefits programs, VA said
that few overpayments involve an application for benefits
where the veter.:n intends to defraud the Government. VA
said that for the most part, veterans have properly, ai.,.
without criminal intent, established their entitlement p,.

the beginning of a course of study. The overpayment re-
sults when veterans terminate their studies or reduce their
course load without notifying VA, or the school fails to
certify attendance. VA says that this type of action
hardly contains the elements a prosecutor desires before
proceeding with a case.

VA also said that it was required by statute to offer
at least a month's advance in education benefits payments,
resulting in large numbers of students receiving checks
before attending any classes. The situation resulted in a
large increase in improper payments. VA requested the Con-
gress to amend the advance payment requirement, and cur-
rently a more limited program is in effect. VA believes
this establishes that it does react to evidence of wide-
spread program abuse and amends its programs consistent
with its obligations to correct the defects leading to
abuse.

VA cites its regulatory and procedural manual in-
structions of requiring alertness by loan officers and
staff as its systematic effort to look for fraud. While
we agree tnat these efforts help identify fraudulent ac-
tivities, they are not the concentrated, systematic ef-
forts envisioned in this report. Without a committed,
aggressive effort to specifically look for fraud, most
frauds only surface by employees' alertness or by com-
plaint.

As mentioned previously, fraud detection is diffi-
cult. It requires more than an effort of notifying
employees to be on constant alert when reviewing or
processing cases. Furthermore, as stated on page 18, VA
regional office officials told us that daily program
operation precludcd their personnel from making suffi-
cient efforts to detect fraud in processing loans. Alert-
ness is a step in the right direction, but it is not the
aggressive approach we envision as needed to comprehen-
sively address the fraud problem.
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We commend VA's efforts for tightening-up controls in
its educational benefit programs. We agree that most agen-
cies will attempt to take necessary action to improve pro-
gram effectiveness when the obvious occurs, but we observed
that they do little to examine their routine operations to
identify potential program fraud, abuse, and error. We be-
lieve that more could be done. Overpayments still constitute
a large expenditure of Federal dollars (over $396 million as
of March 1978); the least VA should do is spot check the
reasons for such overpayments. Without a special effort
to look behind the intent of those receiving overpayments,
they will always be considered honest mistakes and classified
as accounts receivable. It is not much of a deterrent for
individuals to stay honest when restitution is the only
punishment, and then only if caught.

SBA commented that it agrees that more can and should
be done to combat fraud in Federal programs. SBA noted, how-
ever, that it is very difficult to determine the amount of
resources to devote to this effort.

We agree that the question of resources needed to iden-
tify fraud is an important consideration. However, agencies
will not even be able to start adequately addressing this
question until they devise information systems on the extent
and nature of fraud in their programs. We believe that
agencies themselves must make these determinations, utilizing
their knowledge and experience, and whatever organized data
collection and innovative estimating techniques they can
devise. As SBA indicates, this is a subjective problem, and
there is no means of totally eliminating subjectivity from
such an exercise. We believe, however, that objective in-
formation, properly collected, organized, and analyzed,
can greatly minimize the subjectivity surrounding resources
decisions.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE COMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION

rhe Department of Justice generally agrees with the
theme of our report, viz., that there is substantial room
for improvement in the performance of agency enforcement
to combat fraud in Government programs. It does take
exception, however, with (1) our conclusion that Justice
has failed to come to grips with the problem and (2) cer-
tain statements, conclusions, and recommendations we made.
(See app. VIII.)
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Justice has failed to come to
grips with the problem

This report is not intended to slight the various proj-
ects Justice has undertaken to root out fraud in Government
programs. On the contrary, chapter 4 identifies specificefforts Justice made over the years and credits it for thisinitiative. We realize that Justice has made a commitment
to deal with the white-collar crime problem--including
program fraud. We commend such a commitment and hope that
the current efforts are only the beginning of a comprehen-
sive attempt to address this nationwide problem.

Our review of Justice's current efforts to deal with
program fraud, however, showed that although beneficial,
these efforts have been sporadic and limited and fall shortof any systematic effort to deal with this particular prob-
lem. To date, efforts are dependent on the initiatives of
certain individuals, available resources (nine attorneys
assigned to the program fraud area in the Criminal Division,Fraud Section), and the willingness of Federal program agency
representatives to cooperate.

In essence, Justice lacks an overall strategy laying
out long-term initiatives which are needed to reduce fraud
and abuse in the various Government programs. The Depart-
ment of Justice has recognized that a very serious problem
exists in program fraud, and we believe its current initia-tives are well intended. We also believe, however, that
these current efforts are reactive and do not reflect any
comprehensive attempt of coming to grips with the problem.

Justice Department's disagreement with
certain statements, conclusions, and
recommendations contained in our report

Justice said that chapter 3--Problems Precluding Effective
Identification of Fraud by Federal Agencies--suggests that
the agencies are unable to estimate the extent of fraud, pri-
marily because they do not afford enforcement a high priority
and because they have not fixed responsibility for identifying
fraud, lack information on fraud, and have not assured them-
selves that all suspected frauds are referred for investiga-
tion. Justice said that because each agency has the equiva-lent of an office of investigations and audits with specific
responsibilites to detect fraud, it takes exception to our
comments which suggest that the failure to fix responsibility
on an identifiable group or unit within the agency is a majorcause of the proolem.
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Justice also pointed out that the reliance on management
information systems :ill not give rise to the type of data
necessary for enforcement planning because management infor-
mation systems designed to disclose purported fraud can be
developed only through actual investigation.

Our review showed that each Federal agency had an
equivalent to an office of investigations and audits that
handled alleged fraud matters. These units, however, did
not have a group to systematically look for fraud activi-
ties. Investigators handled fraud matters along with other
duties, such as investigating employee misconduct matters.

As pointed out on page 45, we believe that each agency
needs to establish separate and distinct units whose sole
responsibility is fraud detection and prevention. Without
such a unit, fraud detection will be shared with other
activities and continue to be largely reactive.

Our review has also shown that Federal agencies have
experienced fraudulent activity yet had no idea of its ex-
tent or impact on program operations. Agencies lacked
management information systems that, if designed properly,
(1) could provide this data and (2) would be useful in
combating fraud. The least an agency should know is how
much identified fraudulent activity has occurred and the
reasons for its occurrence. Data compiled by agencies on
fraudulent activity may not be conducive to enforcement
planning by Justice, but data collected and analyzed on
fraudulent activity will certainly provide agencies wit.
insight about how, when, and where fraud and abuse have
occurred in their programs. With such insights, the
agencies can begin to identify problem areas, and make
the necessary corrective actions for deterring fraudulent
activity in the future.

Justice, in commenting on chapter 4--Department
of Justice Has Not Been Aggressive in Assisting Agencies
to Combat Fraud--said that it does not have the resources
to undertake the advisory role which is suggested in this
report. Justice said that the Criminal Division has at-
tempted to address the fraud problem through the develop-
ment of appropriate priorities to ensure that resources
are devoted to cases that have the greatest impact and
deterrent effect.

The Department also said that the chapter conveys
the mistaken impression that Justice's frabd enforcement
activities are centered in the Fraud Section of the Criminal
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Division and the Attorney General's White-Collar Crime

Committee. It stated that the pursuit of civil remedies is

an intearal part of Justice's fraud enforcement activities.

As the report points out, the Department of Justice

is the primary Federal agency concerned with law enforcement

and is the coordinator of Federal crime prevention programs.

We believe one function it should carry out as a coordinator

is an advisory role to assist program agencies in coping

with fraudulent activity. We recognize that resources are

always a problem and the Criminal Division's Fraud Section

is attempting to do what it can with existing and very

limited resources. However, more has to be done, even if

it takes additional resources to do it.

Justice should at least identify the long-term initia-

tives needed to assist program agencies in dealing with the

fraud problem, the amount of resources needed to carry out

their initiatives, and the expected timeframes to accomplish

this overall effort. After 9rafting this plan, decisions

on the amount of resources needed can then be related to

Justice's other priorities and modified accordingly. Until

Justice comprehensively assesses the actions needed to ad-

dress the current fraud problem, efforts will remain sporadic

and limited, and excuses will prevail rather than needed ac-

tions.

We also realize that the pursuit of civil remedies is

an integral part of Justice's fraud enforcement activities;

so is the effectiveness of various U.S. attorney offices

and the Criminal Division's Public Integrity Section.

Our review sihowed, however, that the Criminal Division's

Fraud [ectizn and the White-Collar Crime Committee have been

the forerunners in fraud prevention and identification, and

these groups have been the most aggressive departmental en-

tities in the fraud e'ea. Thiu was even recognized in Jus-

tice's response to Congressman L. H. Fountain's inquiry about

its overall criminal and ciil enforcement effort in the

area of fraud.

Justice said that the Fraud Section within the Criminal

Division has responsibility for monitoring all Federal pros-

ecutions in the area of fraud. Also, Lhe Attorney General's

White-Collar Crime Committee has made several significant

achievements in the area of program fraud. In addition to

meetings between a former Deputy Attorney General and his

counterpart in the program agencies, the staff of the com-

mittee had met regularly with the investigative and audit
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personnel in the program agencies to improve their ability
to respond to the fraud problem. The Civil Frauds Section,
on the other hand, has not taken a similar aggressive
detection posture. Its efforts, although important, are
mainly directed toward prosecuting existing cases.

Justice said that the report suggests that, in per-
forming its role, it should develop formal guidelines on
what types of cases will be prosecuted. It said that
such a proposal is unrealistic and reflects a belief in
uniformity among cases and districts which, in reality,
does not exist. While it recognizes that it is desirable
to increase the rate of detection, referral, and prosecu-
tion, the publishing of priorities or case-by-case standards
for the exercise of prosecutive discretion could constitute
an invitation to commit crime in nonprioritized areas. It
would also discourage agencies from reporting many cases of
"non-priority" fraud cases. Such standards would neces-
sarily be available to the public under the Freedom of In-
formation Act and thus could not be made very specific
without harming its law enforcement efforts.

Our review showed that Federal program agencies need
assistance on how fraud matters can be handled to increase
the likelihood of successful prosecution. Agencies have
expended scarce resources on handling alleged fraud cases,
only to find out that Justice will not accept the case for
prosecution in the criminal justice system. Agency officials
told us that they do not even know the disposition of all
cases referred for prosecution because of inadequate feed-
back from Justice.

We realize that guidelines to spell out a step-by-step
process in handling fraud matters may be difficult to de-
velop, but we believe that more agency guidance is necessary
in the area. Justice and program agencies should be able
to get together, analyze the various Government programs,
and decide on the type of case that would generate the most
impact. Alternatives could then be identified as to what
to do with the remaining cases. With efforts such as these,
program agencies will then know what to expect and can di-
rect efforts in the fraud area accordingly. As it is now,
they react and hope Justice will dispose of the case prop-
erly without really knowing how well they did or what
more needs to be done.
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()FI-FI( I. t(- SPI( IAL IIV[ 'II(,AII()N', - -

May 23 1978

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources Divl3ion
U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

This is in reply to your April 20, 1978, letter to the Secretary of Labor
transmitting for comment, the draft report, "Federal Agencies Can Do More
To Ccmbat Fraud In Government Programs."

DOL concurs with the recn'mendations directed to Heads of Federal Agencies.
cur comments on these recomnendations are included as Enclosure 1.

The Department of Labor (DOL) has taken additional action to prevent pro-
gram abuse and fraud by establishing an Office of Special Investigations,
within the Office of the Secretary. An April 13, 1978, news release
announced this significant development, and is being submitted as Enclo-
sure 2.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report.

Sincerely,

R. C. DeMaron
Director

Enclosurcs
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Recommendation No. 1: Develop management information systems
aimed at providing information on the most likely types and
methods of fraud, including the development of techniques
for estimating the magnitude of fraud in agency programs.

Concur: The Department of Labor does have management informa-
tion systems that identify potential problems. For example,
one system is in the Unemployment Insurance (UI) area. A bi-
annual report is completed by all state unemployment insurance
agencies covering the volume and nature of fraud, overpayment
and recovery activities.

In addition, the Department is developing an audit tracking
system which will provide information on the types of audit
findings.

With the establishment of the Office of Special Investigations,
the DePartment will be taking a new look at the information
needs for tracking and estimating the magnitude of fraud.

Recommendation No. 2: Elevate fraud identification to a high
agency priority.

Concur: By establishment of the Office of Special Investigations,
the Department considers fraud identification a high agency
priority.

Recommendation No. 3: Take steps to make employees more aware
of the potential for fraud and establish controls to see that
irregularities are promptly referred to appropriate personnel.

Concur: The Department has been aware of these problems, and
has taken steps to make employees more aware of fraud. Additional
controls are being established to see that irregularities are
promptly referred to appropriate personnel. In the Comprehensive
.nployment and Training Act (CETA) program, we are instituting
goal to:

a. Establish continuous in-depth assessment of CETA
Prime sponsors' practices covering a minimum of 50 prime
sponsors per year. (Start with review of at least
24 in FY 1979).

b. Provide training to prime sponsors to increase their
capability to detect fraud or mismanagement in subcontractor
performance.

c. Coordinate and link assessments and investigations
between regional and national office components.

d. Provide guidance and increase report validation
activities in State Employment Security Agencies (SESA's)
and CETA sponsors.
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Page 2 to Enclosure 1

e. Improve assessment criteria and technical assistance
to develop management ce-ibility to anticipate and take
early action in mismanag ent cases.

In the UI area, the Secretary of Labor, on April 1, 1977,
approved a joint Department of Labor/Department of Justice
Unemployment Insurance Prosecution Project. This Project is
designed to reduce the fraudulent payment of unemployment
benefits by cooperating with the U. S. Attorney and local
prosecuting officials in clustering UI fraud cases for
prosecution.

Also in the UI area, the Department allocates positions to
the State UI agencies specifically for the prevention,
detection and recovery of improper UI payments. The State
agencies now have about 2,200 people dedicated to this purpose.
Consequently, all States have systematic, on-going programs for
fraud detection. The Employment and Training Administration's
national office has also designated staff members to direct
Federal efforts in this area.

Recommendation No. 4: Fix organizational responsibility for
Identifying fraud.

Concur: Within the Department of Labor, the Office of Special
Investigations, Office of the Secretary, has overall responsi-
bility for fraud identification.

Recommendation No. 5: Provide agency investigators with
appropriate fraud training; in future hirings, concentrate
on recruitment of personnel with backgrounds and educations
more suited to the financial complexities of fraud.

Concur: The Department is aware of the need for trained
investigators. Since December 1976, the Emoloyment and Training
Administration has sponsored six training programs for
State UI fraud investigators. An additional session is
already scheduled and future sessions are being planned.
The University-conducted programs cover such areas as
administrative law, evidence concepts, interviewing skills
and investigative techniques.

With the creation of the Office of Special Investigations,
new training needs will have to be identified once the
background and education of the assigned staff have been
assessed. Once this assessment is made, the Department will
be in the po:ition of determining what training should be
provided those investigators.
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Enclosure 2

--' ~%~ ~ nUnited States
Ul| <<g/- ~ ~Department

of Labor
Office of Information Washington, D.C. 20210

USDL--78-364

CONTACT : lice Danner FOR RELEASE: 10 a.m. (EST)OFFICE (202) 523-7323 Thursday, April 13, 1978
Don Smyth

OFFICE : (202) 523-7316
AFTER HOURS : (301) 933-8112

MARSHALL TAKES ACTION TO PREVENT PROGRAM ABUSES AND FRAUD

I have called today's news conference to announce a series of important

steps to make sure that Labor Depart'nert programs are free of corruption,

mismanagement and financial abuses.

This Administration has made a pledge to the American people to

run the Federal government honestly, equitably and efficiently. It is my

personal goal to make sure that all Labor Department programs live up to this

high standard.

The stakes are too important to do otherwise. Every dollar that is wasted

in the C[CA p.ogram is a dollar taken out of the pockets of the Jobless. Equally

serious is a fraudulent Federal workers compensation or black lung claim.

Today's actions are largely designed to be preventive. Our programs are

generally successful and well administered. The scattered instances of fraud

and mismanagement involve only a tiny percentage of our $25.4 billion budget.

The problems of fraud and abuse within Labor Department programs are

manageable. Viatlant action will maintain and strengthen the integrity of our

programs. It will also underline to those who administer our programs that

we will not tolerate waste and corruption in any form. Strong measures taken
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today can avoid painful problems tomorrow.

Therefore, I am announcing the following actions:

-- I am establishing a permanent Office of Special Investigations which
will carry out the audit and investigative functions of the Department. This
Office will be run by R. C. DeMarco and report directly to me. Mr. DeMarco will
have an independent staff of over 200 people and will have full authority to
pursue his investigations free from political or bureaucratic pressures.

The new Office of Special Investigations is an out-growth of the temporary
investigative unit now headed by Mr. DeMarco that was established last summer.
The success of that operation in taking aggressive action against CETA abuses in
Chicaqo and other cities has triggered the formation of this permanent unit.
The mandate of this Office of Special Investigations will not be liit'ed to
our Jobs programs. Rather, it wi encompass all the activities of the
Labor Department,lincluding OSHA,black lung and Federal Employee Compensation
programs.
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The re"'&vant program agencies will continue to monitor and review the

operations o:: heir own programs. We believe, however, that it is

inappropriate to expect a program agency to investigate and audit its own

programs. This is why we have consolidated investigative activities in the

Office of Special Investigations and created it as an Independent entity

outside the normal chain of command.

-- The new Office of Special Investigations will also be responsible for

administering the Labor Department's participation in the Organized Crime Strike

Force program. In recent weeks, we have had a number of discussions with the

Justice Department about our participation in this important Program. I am

pleased to announce that we are very close to a final agreement with the Justice

Department on the extent and the nature of our participation in the strike forces,

The Labor Department will be assigning a permanent representative to each

of the 15 strike forces. In addition, we will provide other personnel +o the

strike forces on an as needed basis 'Because we recognize the importaince of

these strike forces, we will shortly be petitioning OMB for a sizeable increase

in personnel for Fiscal Year 1979 to be available for assignment

to these strike forces. The Justice Department will be supporting our request

to OMB for this increase in staffing.

-- Working in close cooperation with the Congress, we are developing a

series of proposed amendments to the CETA reauthorization bill that will give
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us new weapons in our effort to guarantee that this vital program is free

from abuse. These amendments will underline the responsibility

of the 450 prime sponsors to abide by CETA regulations regarding the proper

handling of funds and those outlawing any form of political Datronage.

In the past, a major problem in our investigations of CETA has been

in getting timely access to CETA records. For this reason, these amendments

will make destruction of CETA records, in an effort to thwart an investigation,

a criminal offense.

In developing these anti-fraud amendments we have worked very closely

with Representatives Augustus Havwkins and Carl Perkins, as well as Senators

Gaylord Nelson and Harrison Williams. In the days ahead, we will continue tc

work closely with those members of Congress and their staffs in our Joint

efforts to perfect the CETA Reauthorization bill.

-- I will shortly be sending a letter to the chief elected officials

responsibile for each of our 450 CETA prime sponsors alerting them to our

renewed efforts to root out fraud and mismanagement. A similar letter will

be sent to other major recipients of Labor Department funds. I have also

conferred extensively with the various assistant secretaries and the other

members of my executive staff prior to establishing this Office of Special

Investigations. On April 25, here in Washington, I will be meeting with all

our regional solicitors and all the regional administrators for ETA to explain

the importance of this initiative to them.

Many of the investigations that will be carried out by the Office of

Special Investicaticns vwill rtlate to the CETA program. Since the S11.8 billior
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CETA Program is by far the larqest activity of the Department, this investigative

focus is far from surprising.

It is true that we are currently investigating allegations involving a

number of CETA prime sponsors. Let me mention a few facts to put these

investigations into perspective. The CETA system consists of 450 local

prime sponsors and 2,800 local sub-grantees. In the past year, we received

203 allegations of improper activities involving the CETA system. Many of

these allegations turned out not to be supported by facts. At a minimum, this

indicates that well over 95 percent of the agencies that administer the CETA

program are operating equitably and honest'y.

It should be emphasized that most of the c¢drges concerning specific CFTA

programs involve questions of management and financial accountability, not fraud

or political patronage. Many of our current investigations involve a single

'.all sub-grantee which represents only a tiny part of a multi-million

dollar program. Many of the allegations about problems in specific CETA

programs are merely that -- unsubstantiated allegations. Our investigations

are designed not merely to identify the guilty, but also tu clear the good name

of the innocent.

Since May 1977, when the Economic Stimulus Package was signed into law,

the CETA program has performed admirably. In a little more than dine months,

we created over 450,000 public service jobs. The recipients of these Jobs were

the long-term unemployed and the impoverished. With a few isolated exceptions,

these Jobs were awarded totally free of political considerations. The creation

of these CETA jobs has a large amount to do with the almost 1.0 percent drop in
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the unemployment rate since May 1977.

The CETA orogram is one of the most important domestic initiatives of the

Carter Administration. Yet the image of this program may be unfairly damaged

by a few well-Dublicized allegations involving local CETA activities. Today's

actions are designed to eliminate the problems of mismanagement and fraud

and to assure the public of the basic soundness of the CETA approach. By focusing

public attention on our enforcement efforts, we are also sending a message to

every CETA prime sponsor and grantee that improper actions will not be tolerated

in any shape or form.

The CETA Reauthorization bill will eliminate many of the administrative

problems involved in running such a large and decentralized system, The

reauthorization bill will mandate that available Jobs will go to those most in

need. It will also strengthen our ability to prevent the substitution of CETA

workers for regular mur,icipal employees. With the addition of these new

anti-fraud amendments, the CETA Reauthoritzation bill will provide a secure frame-

work for the effective management of this important program.

I believe in the Labor Department's programs. That's also why I believe

in tough administration and will not tolerate abuse of these proorams. I want

and expect the Office of Special Investigations to be as tough and as relentless

as necessary. I look at today's actions as a guarantee of the basic integrity

of Labor Department programs.

Now I will be happy to answer your questions on today's announcement.
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ON rNK General
Services

,Jr7,< L i s1 Administration Washington, DC 20405

MAY 2.1978

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the
draft of your report to the Congress entitled "Federal
agencies can do more to combat fraud in Government programs,"
which was transmitted to me by Mr. Shafer's letter dated
April 19, 1978.

I am in basic agreement with the findings of the report and
have taken actions to implement the recommendations concerning
this agency.

The following, excerpted from my press release of May 9, 1978,
identifies ame of the primary areas of concern and the actions
being taken:

"First--There is a dangerous lack of clarity in delinea-
ting authorities and responsibilities in GSA. This is true
at all levels and throughout the five services, both here in
central headquarters and in the 10 regions across the country.
In far too many instances, it is impossible to pinpoint precisely
who should make the final decision, where the buck stops, and
whose shoulders rests the burden of making certain that a job
was done right.

"As a beginning step, I have strengthened the role of
our Regional Administrators, putting more responsibility
directly on them for GSA activities in their respective rlgions.
And I have recently appointed high-qualified people of my own
choice, directly accountable to me, to fill the sensitive
Administrator positions in six of the regions.

"I also have ordered an agency-wiae review of delegations
of authority. This is necessary to assure that responsibility
for decision-making and oversight of operations is vested in
officials at appropriate levels of accountability. Over the
years, authority for crucial management decisions has by default

(See GAO note 1, ?. 107.]
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slipped down to those not qualified by training or experience
to handle it. As such weakness becomes apparent, we are moving
quickly to make corrections.

"A second major area of concern is that our capability for
audits, inspections and investigations is inadequate. I am now
requiring the Office of Audits and Investigations to report
directly to me on a weekly basis, and we have requested the
Congress to allow us to strengthen this office by the addition of
25 more people.

"We have organized independent inspection units to oversee
fulfillment of every contract over $10,000, and are conducting
frequent spot checks on those under that amount. Until recently,
it was common practice to leave responsibility for inspecticn to
the official who awarded the contract in the first place--a
situation which permitted ready abuse. We have ordered the Public
Buildings Service to create an independent inspection service.

"Third, charges of "favoritism" have been leveled at this
agency on more than one occasion. CSA has taken several steps to
eliminate opportunities for its managers to dispense work to their
favorite contractors.

"We have expanded the membership on regional panels which
advise and assist us in choosing architect-engineer firms for
construction contracts. These panels now include representatives
nominated by state associations of building managers and construc-
tion companies, as well as the societies of architects and engineers.
In this way we will open opportunities for new architect-engineer
firms to compete for contracts.

"We are refining our methods of procurement solicitation
and improving sub-contractor listing procedures. This is being
done to open up the process to many more firms, and to make it
impossible for contracting and procurement officials to limit
orders to the same few businesses.

"A comprehensive review of procurement management in our
public buildings service has been launched under the direction
of highly-qualified officials from outside this agency.

"Fourth, we are taking a hard look at other GSA operations
which offer opportunities for fraudulent activity. Among these
are:

"--The self-service stores, operated by GSA for the convenience
of Federal agencies in some 75 locations around the country.
Over the past year or two, we have redefined the basic mission and
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merchandising methods of these facilities. We are putting strong
controls on the handling of sensitive items, eliminating celtitin
questionable products from the stock, and cancelling incentives
for managers to increase annual sales. However, much remairs to
be done in this area.

"--Motor pools are another service function provided by GSA--
and here again I find dangerous opportunities for fraudulent
activities. We are audit- the operation of our motor pools
nationwide, and have instituted tough, new review procedures to
guard against abuse. The procedures also encourage appropriate
disciplinary action on the part of uner agencies when irregulari-
ties in use of motor pool services on the part of their employees
are reported to them.

"--Roofing projects are generating an inordinate number of
problems with respect to GSA contracts for both new construction
and repair and alteration. Too many replacements have been required.
Accordingly, we now have roofing consultants reviewing the design
of roofing jobs, carrying on f.equent inspections during installa-
tion, and testing the completed installation for conformance with
specifications.

"On a broader front, the President's Reorganization Project
on Admiristrative Services offers considerable assurance that
further, dramati. improvement of structures and systems is in
sight. We have been working closely since October with the team
assigned to study provision of services to the Federal Government.
Their recommendations will be presented in early summer, and I
am confident that better, more economical ways tJ accomplish the
mission of this agency will be implemented.

'We are committed, as is President Carter, to the Inspector
General concept for which implementing legislation is now before
the Concress. We believe enactment of thi3 legislation will have
a salutary effect on resolving some of the problems which beset
GSA--and indeed many other agencies.

"However, we have a responsibility to the taxpayers and the
honest and hardworking people of this agency, to take extraordinary
measures immediately to solve our long-standing problems. There-
foze, I am today appointing a Special Counsel, on an interim basis,
to exercise most of the authorities and responsibilities of an
insrector general. He will have oversight of GSA inspections,
audit and investigation programs.

"The Special Counsel will establish and direct a task force
comprised of experienced government law enforcement officials,
to conduct in-depth investigations of employees, private firms,
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contra.tors and others doing business with the agency. The task
force ilso will review and investigate areas of agency operations
most susceptible to criminal abuse and recommend corrective actions.

"I am pleased to announce that Vincent R. Alto has agreed to
accept this exacting assignment, beginning next Monday. We are
fortunate to obtain the services of Mr. Alto; a senior prosecutor
with extensive experience in the criminal justice field. Now
engaged in private practice, he was a trial attorney in the
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, U.S. Department of Justice,
from 1974 to 1977; served as Special Counsel to the Senate Rules
Committee in 1973; and as Assistant U.S. Attorney, District of
Columbia, 1969 to 1973, during which time he tried and prosecuted
criminal cases in U.S. District Court.

"He is a graduate of Lafayette College, Easton, PA, and the
Georgetown University Law Center, 1962.

"Mr. Alto will report directly to me on criminal investigations
and actions. His findings and recommendations on procedural
weaknesses and operating systems problems will be presented to a
special committee of senior agency officials, which will be chaired
by Mr. Griffin. The Assistant Administrator, Walter Kallaur, will
be Vice Chairman.

"This agency has major challenges ahead. I want to quickly
rid ourselves of the ditraction and frustration of these oblems
of fraud and malfeasance. I look anxiously to the day I can call
you all back to tell you that the g'iilty have been identified
and dealt with appropri.tely.

"I make this promise to the taxpayers in whose trust we
operate this governmert: we ii no way condone this activity and
curing my tenure here, we wil. move aggressively to prosecute
any ?urther wrng-doing and se w:ll be looking at additional ways
to discourage these kinds of activities."

I assure you, GSA has given fraud identification and prosecution
the highest priority.

In addition to the above, I have enclosed a few comments relatin(
to specific sections of your draft report for conside-ation.
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If you have any questions concerning these comMeLtS, pleasr donot hesitate to contact me or members of my staff.
increly.

loon \
Administrator

Enclosure
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General Services Administration
Comments on GAO's draft report

entit.ed "Federal agencies can do more to
combat fraud in Government programs"

GSA comments on specific sections of the report are as follows:

Reference the cover summary and pages i,1,8,12,15, etc. -

In the majority of agency operations surveyed by GAO (Agriculture,
Labor, Federal Highway Administration, HUD, SBA, VeteransAdministration, GSA, and Department of Justice), agency expendi-
tures related to actual or suspected fraud are generally referredto as Federal assistance programs. This may be true for most ofthem but not for GSA whose main mission is to satisfy the jupply,
service, and construction needs of Federal agencies--not thesponsoring of Federal economic assistance or dollar assistance
programs. We believe this point should be made clear in the GAOreport.

Reference page 22, a generalization is made that performance ofagencies is often measured by how much and how rapidly they spendmoney. While this would also probably be the case with assistance
type programs, procurement programs are clearly not measured inthis manner but are guided by the principle of buying it thelowest possible cost and only after a definite need for the goods
or services can be established. Also, rather than distributing
large amounts of public funds, this 'distribution" in theprocurement business should more properly be referred to as
payments for supplies delivered or services rendered.

Rezerence page 31, the statement is made that proper administra-tion of contracts was a problem for GSA because of a lack in man-
power. We would like to amend this statement by adding that lackof manpower, in turn, is largely the direct result of budgetary
constraints (as opposed, e.g., by ineffectiveness in hiring morepeople).

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.1

Reference page 50, while wa consider the implementation of therecommendations in the report to he generally in the medium to
long range category, efforts such as the Department of Defense'sin producing a movie titled, "Violations of Public Trust" couldbe considered as a recomme 'Ation for short-term implementation.
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It could be recomhmended that agencies outside of DOD share inshowing this movie. We assume that this movie deals with pro-
curement fraud which should be of value to agencies with substan-
tial procurement programs.

Reference page 52. Reference the explanation of "enforcement
impact statements" which are suggested as part of new sociallegislation. The impact statement is to show how much a given
program will cost in terms of security, periodic audits andother measures to protect the integrity of Government funds. Webelieve that this description should be expanded by adding
essentially the following language, "...and how these costs comparewith the sums of money which can be estimated to be saved through
fraud prevention or recovered from adjudicated fraud cases."
We think it is necessary to establish certain parameters, as withoutthem and the controls that gc hand-in-hand, costs could possibly
exceed savings which would be indefensible.
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. 'LtL;I iDEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

*'s J WASH:NGfON, D.C. 20410ail.,,jlM IDII.9 ^

IN REPLY REFER TO:

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director, Community and Economic
Development Division

U.S. Genera] Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20348

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

I have been asked by Secretary Harris to comment on the
draft of your proposed report titled: Federal Agencies Can
Do More to Combat Frajd in Government Programs (4/24/78).
While we are pleasi--that some of this Department's efforts
to combat fraud have been favorably recognized, there are a
number of things of concern to me and I will addresss them
in this order: (i) matters in the report which appear to be
inconsistent or in need of clarification, (2) the continuing
efforts by HUD to improve its ability to combat fraud--some
of which you may not have known about or which may have
transpired since your staff members visited us, and (3) our
reactions to your recommendations.

1. Need for Clarification. In both the summary and the
body of the report, you state that none of the agencies
review.o had designateo a group as being responsible for
identifying enG combating fraud. You then point out in
both places that HUD performs Operational Surveys and
other agencies, such as the SBA, USDA, and VA, have
taken (in "isclated" instances) positive measures to
identify fraud. Similarly, if it is to be reported that
"Federal agencies have not" delegated responsibility to
look for fraud, then the question which would seem to
follow would be: Why has the HUD/OIG conducted
Ceerational Surveys? The reporting in these instances
appears contradictory and possibly inconsistent with the
point that the GAO may actually be trying to convey.

A more precise definition of fr Jd, at least for report
purposes, would be of assistance to the reader. As it
now stands, criminal acts, program abuse, and waste and
inefficiency all tend to be captured under the label of
"fraud". Fraud, estimated fraud, suspected fraud, and
alleged fraud are rot all the same, and we believe you
should more precisely establish your interpretation of
the term "fraud".
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[Spp GAO note 2, c. 107.]

2. HUD's Efforts to Combat Fraud. We are not in a position
to know what all other Federal agencies are doing to
combat fraud. However, we would not want anyone to draw
the conclusion that HUD has not been aggressively
working to combat fraud and program abuse. The
evolution of HUD's efforts are, in part, explained by
the following items:

a. Attention to fraud was first necessitated by housing
scandals of the 1950's which served as cause for the
creation of a permanent investigation unit. This
unit, composed of trained criminal investigators
from other agencies (e.g. FBI and IP), served
management by responding to complaints and requests
for investigation.

b. In 1972 the Office of Investigation and the BUD
Office of Audit were brought together to form the
Offit . of Inspector General (0IG). The Secretary ofHUD delegated responsibility to the Inspector
General for sll audit and investigation functions,
and established the OIG as the focal point for
assuring the integrity of the Department's programs..

c. The est.blishment of the OIG caused or directly
brought about:

(1) HUD issuances requiring employees to report
indications of wrongdoing and to fully assist in
matters being investigated;

(2) annual standards of conduct presentations to HUD
personnel by members of the OIG;

(3) Ope;ational Surveys of HUD offices to detect
indications of wrongdoing in HUD's programst

(4) implementation of the Target Cities Program to
combat fraud and corruption in HUD programs and
to imprcte internal controls to discourage and
prevent future violations. (The Target Cities
Program is a continuing program which has been
patterned after the Organized Crime Strike
forces, and which would not be viable were it
not for the 'fort and cooperation rendered by
the D-partment of Justice.).
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(5) the implementation and design of ADP programs
for existing automated systems in use by HUD
management, to identify possible targets for
investigation; and

(6) involvement with both the FBI Academy and the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center on
matters concerned with

(a) basic investigator Lraining;

(b) program fraud and abuse seminars; and

(C) participation in and design of a course
to deal with White Collar Crime.

d. HUD management has sought to develop sanctions to
complement and/or serve as alternatives to criminal
or civil court actions. The most notable of these
involve processes to (1) control participation in
development of multifamily projects for which HUD
insures the mortgage, (2) control the participation
in and the activities of HUD approved mortgage
companies, and (3) suspend and debar, for cause,
contractors, grantees, and others who participate in
HUD programs (e.g. at May 1, 'Q78, 1,273 individuals
and companies were suspended _ debarred from doing
busineus with HUD).

As can be seen front the above, the approach to the
handling of fraud and abuse in HUD's programr has moved
from an almost totally reactive posture (i. .
investigate when ashed) to one in which affirmative
methods are used to surface indication of fraud.
Important in this particular aspect of fraud
detection/prevention is the need for recognition of and
attention to the program by top management. Proper
recognition and involvement by top HUD management is
evidenced by:

-- required biweekly briefings of the HUD Under
Secretary on investigations involving HUD employees
and other significant items;

-- an antifraud controls review, directed by the Under
Secretary, and zarried out by the Assistant Secretary
for Administration in cooperation with the Inspector
General and Assistant Secretaries responsible for
major programs being administered by the Department;
and
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-- initiation of the first in a proposed series of
fraud/program abuse identification seminars
(e.g. whereas the antifraud controls review concerned
internal controls, the fraud seminars are to identify
ways in which programs may be abused/defrauded).

We would not want to suggest that we think HUD has all
the answers when it comes to dealing with fraud in
Federal programs. We do hope the above demonstrates
though, that we are on the right track, and that our
actions, although taken independently of your study, are
essentially along the same lines as the actions proposed
by your report.

3. Response to Recommendations for Federal Agencies. We
believe that your basic recommendation that agency heads
need to "...institute a more organized, systematic
approach to identifying fraud..." is sound and that most
everyone would agree that improvement in this area is
possible. With this in mind we would like to offer the
following comments on the proposals you have made to
accomplish this end.

Recommendation No. 1

'developing management information systems aimed at
providing information on the most likely types and
methods of fraud, including the development of
techniques for estimating the magnitude of fraud in
agency ,2rograms;"

While this proposal has some merit, there are too many
unknowns for us to make a thorough assessment within the
time allowed for this response. We are purposely cautious
because: (a) the number of varied programs being
administered by HUD makes systems design complicated, and
(b) systems design is best accomplished in a deliberate
rather than harried fashion. You may be assured that the
proposal will receive proper consideration and that, if
feasible, such a system will be implemented.

Recommendation No. 2

"--elevating fraud identification to a high agency
priority;"

The initiatives being carried out by the highest
officials of the Department demonstrate that the problem
of fraud/program abuse has received priority consideration.
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As recent as December 22, 1977 Secretary Harris announcedthe implementation of the Audits Management System (AMS),
the purpose of which is tn (a) force action on outstanding
audit findings, and (b) ensure that timely action is takenon future disclosures of management weaknesses. The
Department has also implemented an information system for,top managers, known as the Executive Management Report
(EMR). One of the things the EMR focuses attention on isthe disposition of audit and investigation matters by
HUD's managers. These two systems, AMS and EMR, give
recognition to the fact that agencies which lack effective
internal controls are susceptible to fraud and abuse. Webelieve the previously explained actions by the Under
Secretary (e.g. the antifraud controls review, ant the
fraud identification seminars) are also illustrative of
this Department's having recognized and taken steps to
combat fraud and abuse in its programs.

Recommendation No. 3

"--taking steps to make employees more aware of the
potential for fraud and establishing controls to see
that all irregularities are promptly referred to
appropriate personnel;'

HUD's internal controls and procedures are considered
adequate. For example, (a) HUD regulations require
employees to report indications of wrongdoing to the
Office of Inspector General and to cooperate with the OIGto assure the timely completion of audits and investiga-
tions, (b) OIG personnel are visible at all levels within
the Department's operations, (c) the failure t% report
wrongdoing is brought to the attention of HUD managers,
when discovered through an Operational Survey or other OIGoperations, and (d) employees are reminded of their
responsibilities annually during standards of conduct
briefings presented by the OIG. There are no foolproof
methods to assure that employees fulfill this vital
responsibility, and we believe any additional efforts
within HUD would be (a) viewed as harassment by the
Department's employees, and (b) counterproductive.

Recommendation No. 4

"--fixing organizational responsibility for
identifying fraud;"

This was accomplished in 1972 when the Office of InspectorGeneral was created and delegated authority to perform
audits and investigations for the purpose of ensuring the
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integrity of the Department's programs. In today's
environment, the role of the Office of Inspector General
and its interaction with program elements in the
Department are constantly changing. We are now studying
these relationships and while we do not anticipate that
the "...fixing of organizational responsibility..." will
be changed, it is most likely that the involvement of the
various program elements will be increased.

Recommendation No. 5

"--providing agency investigators with appropriate
fraud training; in future hirings, concentrating on
recruitment of personnel with backgrounds and
education more suited to the financial complexities of
fraud.s

We concur and as previously mentioned, efforts have been
made to cooperate in the development and use of fraud
training -- "White Collar Crime" -- courses at the FBI
Academy and the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center.
In addition, the OIG conducted two one-week courses to
tune and reinforce the skills of its experienced
investigators, and is looking forward to the initiation of
(a) mini-seminars of six to ten people to "brainstorm" and
identify ways in which programs might be defrauded, and,
(b) follow-on work group sessions to deal with investiga-
tion techniques and reporting methods applicable to one or
even a portion of a specific program (e.g. the rental
subsidy program known as Section 8). Finally, during the
past year to 18 months, experience or training in
business, finance and accounting, have been included as
part of the selection criteria and quality ranking factors
in job announcements for investigators of the Office of
Inspector General.

Again, we are pleased that some of this Department's
efforts to combat fraud have been favorably recognized. We
trust that you will not hesitate to call upon us if we may be
of further service.

Sincerely,

Charles L. hcZpsey
Acting Inspector General
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a;^> ~ OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
O 'C )MINISTRATION

May 31, 1978

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director
Community and Economic

Development Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

In response to your letter of April 24, 1978, we are enclosing
two copies of the Department's reply to the General Accounting
Office (GAO) report "Federal Agencics Can Do More to Combat
Fraud in Government Programs."

We concur generally with your findings and recommendations.
However, in view of the pending legislation creating an Inspec-
tor General Office in several Federal agencies including the
Department of Transportation, we will withhold comments on
implementing the recommendations. We believe this legislation,
if passed, will provide the framework for implementation.

If we can assist you further, please let us know.

Sincerely,

ward W. Scott, Jr.

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REPLY

TO

GAO DRAFT REPORT OF APRIL 24, 1978

ON

"FEDERAL AGENCIES CAN DO MORE TO COMBAT FRAUD IN GOVERNMENT"

SUMMARY OF GAO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FINDINGS

GAO asserts that various Federal agencies:

Lack management information on the extent, nature and
occurrence of fraud.

Have nut given fraud detection a high priority.

Have not fixed responsibility for detecting fraud.

Have no assurance that emp'-vees are reporting all
suspected frauds.

Lack investigators with background, experience and
training suited to fraud investigation.

Department of Justice efforts in the area of fraud in
assisting Federal agencies are slow and inadequate.

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that the heads of Federal agencies institute a more
organized, systematic approach to identifying fraud by:

developing management information systems aimed at
providing information on the most likely types and
methods of fraud, including the development of techniques
for estimating the magnitude of fraud in agency programs;

elevating fraud identification to a high agency priority;

taking steps to make employees more aware of the potential
for fraud and establishing controls to see that all
irregularities are promptly referred to appropriate
personnel;
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fixing organizational responsibility for identifying
fraud; and

providing agency investigators with appropriate fraud
training; in future hirings, concentrating on recruitment
of personnel with backgrounds and education more suited
to the financial complexities of fraud.

SUMMAPY OF DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT) POSITION

The GAO findings and recommendations relate to various Federal agencies.
DOT concurs generally with these basic findings and recommendations. We
are withholding any specific comments regarding the Department's imple-
mentation of GAO's recommendations pending the outcome of the Inspector
General legislation, which has been passed by the House of Representatives
and is now in the Senate for action. This legislation would centralize
the investigative and audit function within the Department and provide
the framework for implementing the GAO recommendations. We disagree,
however, with certain statements and conclusions in the report which
apply specifically to DOT. Further, based on our experience with the
Department of Justice with respect to prosecution of fraud, we believe
some of the criticism directed to that Department is misleading.

POSITION STATEMENT

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.1

The Department of Transportation concurs that investigators assigned to
fraud cases should be experienced and well trained in this type investi-
gative activity. We believe, however, the report places undue stress or,
a financial and accounting background as a prerequisite for investigator
qualifications. The potential for fraud emanating from the Department
of Transportation's programs is of such a nature that thorough and success-
ful investigations can be conducted without a financial and accounting
background. Qualifications for age.ncy investigators should be tailored
to that agency's programs and the type of fraud investigation likely to
be encountered.

Concerning the statement relative to Department of Justice efforts in
assisting Federal agencies in the area of fraud as being slow and inadequate,
it has been the Department's ex:perience that the prosecutorial arm of the
uepartment of Justice has demonstrated a willingness to be responsive to
the Department of Transportation's investigative efforts.
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR OF VIEERANS AFFAIRS

June 1, 1978

[See GAO note 1, p. 107.]

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
D:rector, Human Resources Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

The General Accounting Office (GAO) April 20, 1978 draft report,
"Federal Agencies Can Do More to Combat Fraud in Government Programs,'
ha. been reviewed. Within ti.e Veterans Administration (VA), the report
concerns detection efforts to reduce fraud in education, loan guaranty,
and disability programs.

W;,ile we are in general agreement with the recommendations
contained in this draft report, the characterization of the VA as being
unconcerned about fraud is invalid. Furtner, because of dated or incom-
plete information, the report is quite misleading in its account of the
VA's efforts to prevent and detect fraud, aJuse and errors. Finally, we
believe it is a mistake to address fraud separately. Abuse and errors
are subjects of equal concern and many of the procedures used to detect
and prevent these occurrences are the same as for fraud. Equal in im-
portance to the dete-ti"- and follow-up of fraud are preventive measures
integrated into pr -:i and procedures and the related testing and over-
sight of the aleq.a '' suc!: programs and procedures.

The gen adl tenor of the report is that the VA is unconcerned
about program fraud.

(See GAO note 2, p. 107.'

Certainly, Justice Department officials
have been well aware of our concerns about VA program fraud, as reflected
in the enclosed correspondence with these officials. Also, in our March 21,
1977 written response to the House Committee on Government Operations
questionnaire in connection with the lispector General legislation, and
in subsequent hearings before the Committee, our concern about fraud was
clearly expressed.

Immediately upon taking office over a year ago, I committed
myself to creating an Office of Inspector General to have as one of its
major objectives combatting fraud and abuse in VA programs. On January I,
1978, an Office of Inspector General was established with two components,
an Office of Audit and an Office of Investigation. The Inspector General
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Mr. Grcgory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources Division

reports directly to me. Because of my particular concerns in these arias,
the reorganization was accomplished even though the Inspector General
legislation was still pending. The Inspector General has been directed
to carry out an expanded plan of audits and investigetions for promot-
ing economry and efficiency and for detecting and preventing fraud and
abuse.

Staffing in the audit and investig&tive areas has been con-
siderably increased and the responsibilities and priorities of these
activities have received greater emphasis. The staffing information on
page 4 of the draft report is historical. Excluding am.inistrative sup-
port and clerical positions, the number of personnel conducting atudits
and investigations as of May 10, 1978, and the projected strength at the
end of Fiscal Year 1978 are as follows:

Total Central Officc Field

Office of Audit

May 10, 1978 154 37 117
End of FY 78 256 74 182

Office of Investigation

May 10, 1978 41 15 26
End of FY 78 52 15 37

Even before the creation of the Office of Inspector General,
significant eff.rts were being directed at the detection of program
fraud. In this respect, since 1973 we have been engaged in task force
activity to seek out fraud in the VA's Lcan Guaranty Program. We have
had major investigative efforts in two cities and, in recent months,
such efforts have been initiated in three other locations. In addition,
the VA has engaged in extensive fraud investigations in our Educational
Benefits Program. Both of these efforts have been closely coordinated
with the Department of Justice.

Besides the individual responsibilities assigned to the Office
of Inspector General, VA department heads have the responsibility for
assuring that appropriate controls to prevent and detect fraud, abuse
and error are built into the programs they administer. With respect to
the several VA programs mentioned in the GAO report, all of which come
under our Department of Veterans Benefits, a number of steps have been
taken to estabiish built-in mechanisms. Such mechanisms consist of de-
tailed regulatory and procedural manual instructions to operating offic-
ials, compliance surveys, special programs or computer processing runs
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to identify potential fraud, and other appropriate measures. The In-
spector General monitors these efforts and identifies needed improve-
ments to maximize the prevention and detection of fraud, abuse and error.

The report contains certain misinterpretations and inaccura-cies which overstate the effect of fraud in the loan guaranty and edu-
cation benefits programs and understate the VA's efforts to address
these problems. These are listed on Enclosure 3.

As stated before, we find the recommendations it. this draft
report appropriate and in most instances, have already taken action toimplement them.

RECOMMENDATIONS: We recommend that the heads of Federal agen-cies institute a more organized, systematic approach to identifying fraud
by

a--developing management information systems aimed
at providing information on the most likely types
and methods of fraud, including the development
of techniques for estimating the magnitude of fraud
in agency programs,

COMMENT: Some of the information requirements cited on page 18of the report, such as locations where agency programs are being carried
out, dollars spent in each program and location, and groups and individ-
4tals involved as recipients or deliverers of goods and services, are al-rea;y in place. Some steps have been taken to provide part of the otherinformation elements.

For example, the VA's Office of the General Counsel has recent-
ly centralized a reporting format for referrals of apparent criminal vio-lations of law. These are forwarded to the District Counsel in whose
jurisdiction the possibly illegal act occurred. The responsibility forreferral to the appropriate U. S. Attorney or the Federal Bureau of Inves-tigation rests with the District Counsel. Beginning with this fiscal year,
the District Counsels must report to the General Counsel the number of
cases referred, their disposition to determine the number in which prose-cution is undertaken or declined, and the number resulting in convictionor financial restitution. The reporting format identifies referrals by
program and by category of offender. While it is too early to draw con-clusions or provide feedback to program officials or to the Inspector
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General, it is our hope the report will ultimately reveal area3 of
weakness and potential for abuse which will result in administrative
program improvements or proposals to the Congress for legislative
amendments.

As a further example, our Department of Veterans Benefits
is conducting an extensive survey, Pension Benefits Accuracy Study, to
determine the accuracy of monthly payments to individuals under the VA's
non-service connected pension and parents' dependency and indemnity com-
pensation programs. Both are income maintenance programs based on the
ircome, net worth and dependency status of the beneficiary. The survey
is designed to supply dependable data for accuratL appraisal of program
operations and to enable management's identificatio. of misreporting
problems.

Additional infozration elements will be develoLed as an inte-
gral part of program management and some will be developed by the
Inspector General. A maj or objective of the Office of Inspector General
is to analyze and integr te all of these information elements to deter-
mine the primary weaknesses permitting fraud, abuse r.nd error.

RECOMMENDATION:

b--elevating fraud identification to a high agency
priority;

COMMENT: This was accomplished with the establishment of the
Office of Inspector General, January 1, 1978.

RECOMMENDATION:

c--taking steps to make employees more aware of the
potential for fraud and establishing controls to
see that all irregularities are promptly referred
to appropriate personnel;

COMMENT: This will be accomplished by the Office of Inspector
General.

RECOMMENDATION:

d--fixing organizational responsibility fur identify-
ing fraud;

COMMENT: This responsibility rests with the Office of Inspector
General.
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RECOHMENDATION:

e--and providing agency investigators with appropriate
fraud training; in future hirings, concentrating onrecruitment of personnel with backgrounds and edu-cat'on more suited to the financial complexities of
fraud.

COMMENT: With respect to fraud traiaiig, we will seek worth-while and suitable training for the Inspector General staff. 'While wefeel that hiring investigators with backgrounds and education suited tothe financial complexities of fraud is desirable, there are many othertypes of experience and education appropriate for fraud investigationsard there should not be undue concentration of recruiting in a singlearea. Further, we have a significant number of accountants availablein our Office of Audit who do assist our investigators in fraud invest-igat-ions.

I wish to reiterate that the VA is well aware of the potentialfor fraud, error and abuse in; our programs and is emphasizing preventiveand corrective measures that include identifying fraud, and maintaininga skilled, well-trained staff to combat this problem.

Sincerely,

Administrator
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ENCLOSURE 1

VIrTERANS ADMINISTRATION f 
Orvcl or T4 AODMIKISTqATOr R OF VCTIcRANS ArFalRS

WASI.INGTON. D.C. 20420

DULY 2 0 1977

The Honorable
PeLer F. Flaherty
Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Mr. Flahertv:

This is in reply to your letter of July 8, 1977,
in which you request designation of individuals to attend
a multi-agency coordinating meeting on prevention of white
collar crime.

I would like to designate Neal C. Lawson, Deputy
Assistant General Counsel and William L. Rettew, Director,
Investigation and Security Service as the representatives
of this agency.

Some programs of this agency dispense large sums
of money annually in benefits t. eligibl. recipients. As
such, these programs are enticing targets for the white
collar criminal. I am personally committed to the
reduction of fraud against this agency and fully support
the President's objective. You may be assured of the full
cooperation of this agency.

Sincerely,

MAX CI,ELAND
Administrator

/Cc: William L. Rettew
I&S Service (071)
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ENCLOSURE 2

O CT 2 8 1977 024

dlr. !'ark ;. rlethard
Cii¢f, Fraud ,ection
Cri:.:i: I ?i~'lsi,~n
U.3. eop:art..eat or Jugtic3
'aszlin.eton, D.C. 20530

L: r ir. Rich-ard:

This ic in reply to your letter or Augu.st 12, 1977, invhich you gencr.rally outline thlo rn.turo of the infor.atlonrcqueoted by ":r. Pcter Flaherty, Deputy Attorney Ceneral,curinrl the J'uly 19, 1977, roetlng of the .several n'eneies.
,Thrc aro several treas of interec which we would liketo bring to your attentior. First, we havo no continuing>roblems with U.S. Attornecy disposition of case3 rererre;by this aoenoy. Zduatilon.jl overpayment cases, whichir:volvo tr.tuduilent Acceptarec or educatlonal benefit.,in the pa-st, tere not traditionally prOSeoutcd becasuethey involved a v.teran Vho had served his country, indnence, generally wera viewed as lackiou prosecutive appeal.In the paat 15 mont-3, h.ocever, ttesa cases have been:iore fraquert1ly prosenJteJ, arid .c are generally satisflcdwita U.S. Attr-nmy actions. Tho~se Oases fit into theleo inltu3s category outlined at Lne July 19th asetlin., innicn j-ifdivvidujl cases are perhaps not appropritoe for:,ro.ccution, Wile a pattern of sueh ca:ea would arrantact ion.

In other 2atc involvlnz sys~ y..t ie fraud, the U.S. Attorreysap-ear to tc rcsponditn propcrly to aencny eubriJ1Zlons.Tmere have teen ,rorcattor.s or ;roprletors of education alinstitutions for frau and, 'ihn appropriate in loan ruarant7ca.as, ofrorts at prome,.utlon have been madc. As atatedearlier, we have no specific complaints as to the generaldisposition of euse3 referred by this aeoncy.
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*ith respect to eo:e of t.e proposecd actio.,s expressed
by -:r. Flaherty at thd July reetire, we wel-nomn the trainirn
which thla Dc-prt;'cnt *ill sronoor. At thoe prcsent ti:e,
ths f.dainistrator of Veterans Affairs is internally struc-
iurir.g an Inpeaotor General function which not only would
1nveatiCato actual fraud and abuls, bLut also would perforu a
preventive function as well. Thoe arency haa beon authorized

addiitional ::arc.:o.r with whion to %trengthon audit and
!.vcatlgation functicns. It is our Ietention to utilize

s-^ of these individuasl in a purely prevrntivo capacity,
as .twucestedl in the July mientig.,. ;!e are tr:terested in

prov'dinz to VA en.ployees the prev.ntivo training outlined
tb ycu at t':: e-otin$ 6o thtat this a3pect of the Inspector

eancr.l functrin will be botter ~crved.

Vc are also very interested in cultivatinn further
cooperateon with cther eoderral c:-.nciez co thit we :-l,ht
b. octter able to discern potential or actu.l vulnera-
b!ilitic3 to syste-atic fraud in VA programs. An cxaA'ns
of such cooperation was tne proposed pilot prtram linv;lvlng
cur l^an guaratity proramn in Los Angelos. It had been
FropDsed by the Departmont it one tirne to act in a Joint
tE$k force. l.a would welco:ie such & venture. At the
presgcnt tire, we have ain oni;oint inveztiftilo n Into alleg:-
t on.3 of syste.atic frauJ in th; Los An-eles area. "Wo re
initilatinq stepa with other agnenles as wrll to facilit ,te
the Gxrhange of inforation which oipbht boe cirful to 911
parte.a in the prevention of fraud a.z.ins5 the £ovcr:nent.

In snort, we arc oenthuiastio about tne proposed pro:rar, of
your Departmcnt and inctnd to participate to tho maxl:"um
extent p03sible. If we ray be of as3istanca in any way,
plen3a advise.

sincerely yours,

NZAL C. LAWSON
Doputy Assist.nt
General Counsel

NCL.awson: mts:10-25-77 024
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Enclosure 3

Reference: U. S. General Accounting Office April 20, 1978 draft report,'Federal Agencies Cartn do More to Combat Fraud in Government Programs.'

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.]

As to the priority afforded loansubmissions in VA regional offices, all loan examiners are constantly look-ing for any evidence that the loan submission was improperly packaged. Inaddition, the VA system provides for a regular random selection of cases forbackup verification of credit reports, employment and asset information.

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.]

The last sentence on page 25 and the fir-st on page 26 are nottrue as applied to VA loan guaranty. Fraud discovery in th;c program isnot a result of a complaint or of accidental discovery but generally a re-sult of our systematic review of all cases throughout the entire procedureof loan processing, construction evaluation, loan servicing and claims,and property management. Our 49 regional Loan Guaranty Officers and theirstaffs have regulatory and procedural manual instructions requiring constantalertness to and prompt action in all cases wherein some scheme may appearindicating a fraudulent transaction. We believe that the vast majority ofall discovered fraud in this program is found by our loan guaraity staff asa result of specific and systematic procedures established for -hat purpose.
Contrary to the implication ir the last paragraph on oage 29 thatagencies can find the fraud if they actively look for it, the VA does havea continuing systematic approach for detecting abuses in the loan guarantypi'ogr am.
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The last paragraph on page 30 is inaccurate as to the VA loanguaranty program. Our procedure requires that all cases in which primafacie evidence of criminal violations appear must be referred to theJustice Department. Matters which appear suspicious are referred to ourregional District Counsels for investigation. Distric- Counqels havesome investigative facilities which may also be supplemented by FieldAttorneys/Examiners assigned to Veterans Services Divisions in regionaloffices.

In regard to the Education Benefits program, on page 24, GAOnotes that VA generally considers the veteran's receipt of more educa-
tional benefits than he is entitled to receive as an overpayment, ratherthan a possible incidence of fraud. We think this is a misrepresentationof the situation. Very few overpayments involve an application for bene-fits for which there was never any intent on the part of the veteran toattend school. For the most part, a veteran has properly, and withoutcriminal intent, established his entitlement at the beginning of a courseof study. The overpayment resultP. when the veteran terminates his studiesor reduces his course load without notifying the VA, or a failure on thepart of the school to certify attendance occurs. This type of situationhardly contains the elements a prosecutor desires before Proceeding witha case.

In the past, the VA was required by statute to offer at leasta month's advance education benefits payments, resulting in large numbersof students receiving check.s before attending any classes. The situationresulted in a large increase in improper payments. VA requested Congressto amerd the advance payment requirement, and currently a more limited pro-gram is in effect. Wc believe this establishes that VA does react toevidence of wide-spread program abuse and amends its programs consistentwith its obligations to correct the defects leading to abuse.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON, DC 20250

OFFICE OF AUDIT OFFICE OF INVESTIGATION

JUN 6 1978

Henry Eschwege, Director
Community and Economic Development Division
United States General Accounting Office
Room 6146
Fifth and G Streets
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment upon your draft
report entitled "Federal Agencies Can Do More To Combat Fraud In Govern-
ment Programs." We agree there is a need for Federal agencies to give a
higher priority to detecting and combating fraud in their programs. The
recent reestablishment of the Office of the Inspector General (016) in
this Department combined the audit and investigation functions into one
organization. This change will facilitate coordination of these activi-
ties and enable the Department of Agriculture to improve its ability to
deal effectively with the fraud problem. Our comments on the recommenda-
tions are as follows:

Agencies lack management information on fraud

Recommendation

· . that thse Fedeat aqgencie4 inti;tue a mote o0tg.uzed,
y6te'matic appoadch to identi.yiMng 6aud by

-- deve.oping management in6oJtmation 4y6tem6 aimed at ptoviding
indo.mation on the moat Ukety type4 and method6 of buxd,
i.ncuding the devetopment o6 tecmnique 60ot etimatng the
magnitude o6 B6ud in agency pwogam.;

Comments

We agree that properly designed management information systems will
enhance the effectiveness of fraud detection efforts. While we do not
have a single integrated system, as the report seems to contemplate, we

[See GAO note 1, p. 107.1
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use many sources of information in carrying out our fraud detection
efforts. These sources include our audit/investigation referral system;
close liaison with the USDA program agencies and access to their manage-
ment informatiun systems; the automated systems operated by the audit and
investigation units within the DIG; our audit and investigation reports;
and the vast storehouse of knowledge possessed by our experienced audi-
tors and special agents. All of these sources are drawn on as part of
the OIG audit/investigation planning and priority-setting process.

Also, on May I, the Inspector General directed the development of a
"Fraud Information Bulleti;.." The bulletin will alert key OIG officials
about trends, newly discovered fraud schemes, program weaknesses sus-
ceptible to fraud, new techniques for detecting fraud and developing
evidence, and other pertinent data.

We recognize that our information system can be improved and we are mov-
ing in that direction. Consideration is being given to a cc outerized
system, and the Inspector General has directed a study to assess the
feasibility and cost/benefit factors of such a system.

There are some questions about the feasibility of developing estimates of
fraud in a Department as large and complex as USDA, and whether such
estimates would be accurate enough to serve as the basis for management
decisions. However, the Inspector General has established a task force
whose mandate includes developing a procedure to estimate levels of
fraud, waste, and abuse in UjDA programs. The task force report is due
in August.

Need to aggressively look for fraud

Recommenddtion

that tne Fedeuat agenciea institute a mote otgoaized,
systematic apptoach to identi6fyig 6taud by

-- etevating f6aud identi/iaution t, a high agency ptZiotity;

-- taking steps to make empeoyeez more auvtue of the potential 6o4
fraud and etabitshling conrtoto to 6ee that att iZtegut.auitie~,
ae p.omptqy te6etrted to appoptuate per4onnet;

-- xina otganizationa t bepon4ibitiy 6o4 identi6ying Puzud.

Comments

We agree with the thrust of these recommendations, but feel compelled to
point out that some statements in this part of the draft are not accurate
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insofar as this Department , concerned. This is partly due to changesthat havo taken place sinr the audit was completed and following the re-establishment of the Of' of InspectOr General and the appointment ofan Inspector General.

The detection and inve-. i'on of fraud is the highest priority of theOffice of Inspector G,,,.- 1 (page 22 of draf:). Delegations of l'Jthority*by tht Secretary and the nature of our functions place Primary responsi-bility for fraud detection and investigation in USDA with OIG (page 25).
We are taking an active approach to fraud detection. The InspectorGeneral has placed strong emphasis on the use of operational surveys, in-cluding joint audit/investigation efforts, as a tool to detect fraud.Survey, now underway include (1) the Business and Industry Loan Program,(2) the Emergency Livestock Guaranteed Loan Program, and (3) the activi-ties of certain Rural Rental Housing Program builders. Such surveys willbe a permanent and very ;.wtportant part of the operations of OIG. Thecurrent situatiorn affects statements contained In the Digest and on pages25, 26, and 28 of the draft.

The statement at the bottom of page 30 about the absence of controls orprocedures to see that suspicious matters are referred for investigationdoes not apply in USDA. The USDA Administrative Regulations clearly re-quire agency officials and employees to report bribery, fraud, and otherirregularities to OIG. hAlso, we have Investigation Jurisdiction agree-ments with some program agencies, which specifically require referral ofsuspected fraud to OI6 for investigation. We believe most USDA officialsare aware of these responsibilities and requirements. Each programagency in this Department has a senior staff member appointed as tthagency liaison officer with OIG. The liaison officers help facilitatethe referral of investigative matters to OIG, and see that our reportsare properly handled and acted upon within the program agency. We helpassure compliance with the referral requirements by continuing liaisonand monitoring.

Agency investigators may nct nave expertise to effectively investigatefraud

Recommendat i on
.. that the Fede.al aqenie6 iZntittie a more orgatized,6y4ftema.ti appwoach to identijying 6.taud by

-- p' Lnyg agvency inve4tigatou wi'W! apptoptiate 'eud butining;in 6utuLe hiting4, concenthoting on 'tecA4inent o6d pecnneet ulAthbackgound4 and education mote auited to the inanciat compeexi-tie o6 d4t1aud.
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Comments

We agree with this recommendation. A substantial number of auditors and
investigators have recently received fraud training, including courses
given by the FBI, IRS, and OSI, as well as in-house training. in addi-
tion, we have initiated the planning for a very sophisticated white
collar crime training course. The Inspectors General of HEW and HUD are
working with us in developing this program. We expect the first training
sessions to be held in October 1978.

Also, since appointment of the Inspector General, there has been in-
creased emphasis on recruiting agents with accounting and financial back-
grounds and on cross-training of auditors to provide them with fraud in-
vestigation sk:lls.

All in all, we think this is an excellent report that will certainly pro-
vide needed support and encouragement to Federal agencies in combating
fraud.

We look forward to receiving your final report.

Sincere ly

THOMAS F. MCBRIDE
Inspector General
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U.S. GO00RNMeNT
a',':~11~ ~ SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20416

OFFTI OF THE ADMINISTATOR

JUN 8 

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director, Community and Economic

Development Division
United States General Accounting OfficeWashington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

This is in response to your letter of April 24,1978, requesting our comments with regard to your draftreport entitled, "Federal Agencies Can Do More to CombatFraud in Government Programs."

We reviewed the report with interest and thefollowing are our comments with regard to each of the rec-ommendations and our overall comments.

Overall, we believe that the report, in general,is idealistic in content and is not balanced with a practi-cal assessment of the real problem in implementing the sub-stance of the report. We agree that more can be done, thatis a truism no matter what subject is selected. The realquestion is then how much resources can be and should be ex-pended on this effort. The report does not address this andwe can appreciate why it did not. It is a subjective problemand there are great difficulties in obtaining the necessaryinformation on which an objective judgement can be made.Even the amount of fraud against the government estimated inthe report, i.e., 1 to 10% or 2.5 to 25 billion dollars, isnot based on facts.

We further believe that the report did not suffi-ciently recognize the activities of this agency to maintainprogram integrity which is directly tied to combating fraud.The report did not disclose such matters as our Field OfficeInspection Program by our Security and Investigations Division;the work done by our Compliance Audit Division on 7(a) Loan,

[See GAO note 1, O. 107.]
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Surety Bond Guarantee and SBIC programs. Nor did it fully
show the work of our External Audit and Internal Audit Divi-
sions and the Office of Portfolio Review. All this work is
directly and indirectly done, among other matters, to detect
and to combat fraud. The record will show numerous white
collar crime cases disclosed by these activities.

With regard to each of your recona;endations, the
following are our comments:

--- "developing management information systems
aimed at providing information on the
most likely types and methods of fraud,
including the development of techniques
for estimating the magnitude of fraud in
agency programs;"

We will take this under advisement and consider
what information can be feasibly obtained and what techniques
can be used for estimating fraud.

--- "elevating fraud identification to a high
agency priority;"

This is one of the high priorities in this agency as
indicated by the fact that the Office of Audits and Investiga-
tions is in my office and reports directly to me and has com-
plete access to me at any time. Further, one of their primary
rLsponsibilities is the identification of fraudulent activities.
This is stressed to all our auditors and investigators of the
Office of Audits and Investigations.

--- "taking steps to make employees more aware
of the potential for fraud and establish-
ing controls to see that all irregularities
are promptly referred to appropriate per-
sonnel;"

Our Standard Operating Procedures and SBA's Rules and
Regulations thoroughly cover this subject. Further, we have re-
cently increased our Security and Investigations Division by
four positions so that our Field Office Inspection Program could
be expanded and so that more offices could be visited. During
these inspections, field personnel are briefed on matters such
as fraud. Further, these briefings stress the responsibility
to report all suspected frauds and that failure to report such
irregularities are grounds for dismissal. In addition, in
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January of this year, I personally sent a memorandum to allemployees reminding them of their responsibility to reportirregularities and to whom they should report them to. Fur-ther to control this, all of our auditors, investigators andPortfolio Review personnel are required to evaluate the im-
plementation of these procedures during their field visits.

--- "fixing organizational responsibility for
identifying fraud;"

As was mentioned before, the Office of Audits andInvestigations is the focal point for fraud identification;however, we also believe that the front line of defense inthe prevention and detection of fraud is the personnel pro-cessing the federal assistance. We do agree with the reportthat the heavy case load of the loan officer in SBA does de-tract from fraud prevention and detection.

--- "providing agency investigators with
appropriate fraud training; in future
hirings, concentrating on recruitment
of personnel with backgrounds and
education more suited to the financial
complexities of fraud."

With regard to this recommendation, it has been thepolicy of this agency to have investigators with backgroundand education suited to financial matters. This is imperativebecause of the nature of SBA's mission which is exclusivelybusiness oriented. Therefore, out of 15 investigators in our
Security and Investigations Division, 10 have had formal train-ing in accounting; in fact, one of our most recent hires is aCertified Public Accountant. Further, in our External AuditDivision all personnel of that staff would qualify in the 510occupational series.

Therefore, both the Security and InvestigationsDivision and the External Audit Division have highly qualifiedand well trained nersonnel who have a business administration/
accounting background with considerable experience in makingfinancial and related fraud investigations. In fact, on anumber of occasions, personnel of these divisions have workedwith and have been assigned to Department of Justice personnelto work fraud cases. In a number of these cases, letters ofcommendation have been received.
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With regard to training, this is a weak area since

the availability of worthwhile training is limited. We do

take advantage of the seminars and symposiums sponsored by

the Association of Federal Investigators which is an excel-
lent training resource. We also hold annual (in house)

training seminars which we believe provide excellent train-

ing in the area of fraud. Other meaningful training, such

as that sponsored by the Treasuiy and the Justice Depart-

ments are not generally available to other executive agen-

cies. However, we are participating with the faculty at

the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center at Glynco,

Georgia in devising a training course on White Collar Crime.

This training is to be offered in the future to auditors,

investigators and attorneys.

The following are some items in the report which

are either in error or should be clarified.

Page 16, spcond paragraph, last sentence -- We

believe that this statement does not indicate anything ex-

cept different opinions, neither of which are based on

facts. As we stated previously, to gather such data is

difficult.

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.]

Page 17, second sentence -- This sentence does

not apply to SBA since we do not have "regional offices of

investigations."

[See CAO note 2, o. 107.]
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(See GAO note 2, p. 107.1

In conclusion, w, appreciate the opportunity tocomment on this report and if you need any additional infor-mation, we would be pleased to furnish it.

Sineerely,

A. ernon eaver
Administrator
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IUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

':. , WASHINGTON, D.C. 205S0

Addr. R.ply to he,
DiviMn. Indited

.nd Rde to Initib .nd Numbh

AUG 28 1978

Mr. Victor L. Lowe
Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Lowe:

- We appreciate the opportunity given the Department
to review and comment on the draft of your proposed report
to the Congress entitled "Federal Agencies Can Do More To
Combat Fraud in Government Programs."

The Department agrees with the general theme of the
report that agency enforcement efforts in combatting fraud
in Federal programs can be substantially improved. Histori-
cally, agencies have not made a concerted effort to deal
with fraud in their programs. We believe that one of the
primary obstacles in securing adequate agency commitment
to vigorous enforcement efforts in the past has been the
failure ot agencies to recognize that vigorous enforcement
efforts are directly related to effective attainment of
program objectives. Until recently, agencies were program
oriented and were generally of the philosophical view that
vigorous enforcement hampered their programs. Such enforce-
ment was associated with increased red tape and was con-
sidered incompatible with the attainment of congression-
ally mandated program objectives. Fortunately, this atti-
tude has been dissipated over the past several months, largely
through the educational efforts of this Department, so that
today most agencies readily accept the need for vigorous
enforcement programs.

The report summarizes some of the recent achievements
of the White-Collar Crime Committee and the Criminal Division
but indicates that the Department "relies primarily on persua-
sion and encouragement" to accomplish enforcement goals. To

[See GAO note 1, p. 107.]
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t.he extent the agencies have responsibilities other than
law enforcement, directing their enforcement efforts will
necessarily depend on persuasion. Under the leadership
of the Attorney General, zhe priority status of enforcement
and the integrity of Federal programs have been enhanced
in all the agencies. Even those agencies mentioned in the
report who maintain that fraud is not a problem in their
programs have respondtd. The Veterans Administration (VA)
has appointed an Inspector General to coordinate Its enforce-
ment efforts. The 'eneral Services Administration has
recently appointed an Inspector General and has increased
its enforcement efforts in several important areas which
are already leading to important referrals and FBI investi-
gations. The Department of Labor has created a similar
position. As you know, we are working with each of the
agencies to develop a plan of action which will be tailored
to fit the specific needs of each and which takes into
account the nature of the programs, available agency resources
and the types of fraud schemes being encountered.

In view of the above, we are somewhat surprised by
the tone of the draft report which suggests in a variety
of ways that the Department is indifferent, unaware of,
or unwilling to address any of the issues that plague our
social benefit programs. We believe the record amply reflects
that it was the Department that first recognized the magnitude
of the problem confronting our nation in this area and assumed
a leadership role on its own initiative in publicly exposing
the problem and devising new approaches for dealing with
this highly complex enforcement area. We take exception
to your conclusion that Justice has failed to take the lead
in mobilizing the available Federal resources to come to
grips with the problem.

Upon assumin7 office, one of the first issues that
the Attorney General personally addressed was the problem
of fraud and abuse in our social welfare programs. Repeatedly,
he has emphasized to congressional committees, all U.S.
attorneys, and Federal investigative and program agencies,
the high priority that must be afforded to the problem
of fraud and abuse in our social benefit programs. The
Attorney General's actions affirm that the Department of
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Justice fully recognizes its responsibility to play a leader-
ship role among the Federal agencies in combatting the
problems of program fraud.

Although we generally agree that there is room for
improvement in combatting fraud in government programs,
we do not agree with some of the statements, conclusions,
and recommendations made in the report.

In Chapter 3, the report suggests that the agencies
are unable to estimate in a meaningful fashion the extent
of fraud primarily because they do not afford enforcement
a nigh priority, have not fixed responsibility for identify-
ing fraud, lack information on fraud, and have not assured
themselves that suspected frauds are referred for investi-
gation. As you know, each agency already has the equivalent
of an Office of Investigation and an Office of Audit with
specific responsibilities to detect fraud. Experience has
shown that because of the limited resources available to
these groups, they have been forced to focus all of their
resources on specific situations that arise rather than
developing affirmative long-range programs to detect fraud.
Accordingly, we must take exception to your comments which
suggest that the failure to fix responsibility on an identi-
fiable group or unit within the agency is a major cause
of the problem.

Your report also suggests the development of management
information systems and the use of operational surveys as
methods for identifying potential fraud. We would like
to point out that reliance on management information systems
will not give rise to the type of data necessary for enforce-
ment planning because management information designed to
disclose purported fraud can be developed only through actual
investigation. For example, the information systems developed
in the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) programs, which
you cite in your report, were accomplished only after actual
investigations in the Philadelphia and Brooklyn areas.
Naturally, to accomplish such investigations and to develop
meaningful management information requires the availability
of sufficient personnel resources. The use of operational
surveys, as described in your report, appears to be an
effective means for disclosing the possibility of fraud,
but likewise requires sufficient personnel resources.
Experience has shown that lack of personnel is a serious
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barrier to effective enforcement and a major reason why
agencies have not been able to give enforcement activity
the priority it deserves.

The draft report also takes issue with the training
level of agency investigators. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW), in attempting to dramatically
increase its staff, has come to realize what we have known
for a long time--there is no large pool of available investi-
gators trained in government fraud investigations. Even
in the established investigative agencies such as the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Postal Service, and Internal
Revenue Service, the training and experience of the investi-
gators is less than ideal. As public and governmental
interest in fraud increases, our shortage of experienced
personnel becomes magnified. It is our hope that the Mini-
Course, the new Treasury course, and the joint training
initiatives for FBI agents and assistant U.S. attorneys,
which are described later in this response, will improve
Federal efforts to combat fraud. On-the-job experience
is the most essential ingredient in developing a young
college graduate with financial training into an experienced
and sophisticated fraud investigator. We do not believe
extensive accounting training of these investigators is
required, as you suggest, as much as general financial
experience and training. Accounting experts can always
be drawn into investigations from the respective offit
of audit as the situations require. Based on our experience,
in 99 out of 100 government fraud investigations, formal
and extensive accounting backgrounds of the investigators
are not prerequisites to successful investigations.

Chapter 4 of the report appears to contemplate an advisory
and managerial role for the Department, which the Department
simply does not have the resources to undertake. The Criminal
Division has attempted to address this problem through the
development of appropriate priorities so as to ensure that
existing resources are devoted to cases which will have
the greatest impact and deterrent effect. Chapter 4 also
conveys the mistaken impression that the Department's frau,.
enforcement activities are centered in the Fraud Section
of the Criminal Division and the Attorney General's White-
Collar Crime Committee. In fact, the pursuit of civil
remedies is also an integral part of the Department's fraud
enforcement activities.
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The primary responsibility of the Frauds Section of
the Civil Division is the enforcement of the False Claims
Act, 31 U.S.C. 85231-235, and its other major area of responsi-
bility lies in seeking civil redress at common law in actions
against corrupt Federal officials. The Section's caseload
is comprised of actions which are uncommonly complex and
protracted, and accordingly demand an extraordinary
amount of attorney time. The Section has 16 attorneys who
were assigned to handle approximately ',173 open civil fraud
matters as of December 31, 1977. If a substantial portion
of the Section's efforts and resources were diverted to
the advisory and managerial tasks contemplated in Chapter
4, many of the meritorious civil fraud cases :-ould either
be seriously underlitigated, or would not bre briught at
all.

We also believe that the advisory and manca role
prescribed in Chapter 4 is based on an erroneous premise.
The criticisms in Chapter 4 presuppose that agency officials
are uniformly interested in ferreting out fraudulent abuses
of Federal programs. OuL experience indicates, however,
that this premise is unfounded for two reasons. F.rst,
in a substantial number of cases that come to our attention,
agency officials are themselves deeply involved in the
fraudulent conduct at issue, either because they accept
bribes, are engaged in conflicts of interest, or are actively
participating in secret partnerships with fraud doers engaged
in business dealings with the Government. Second, some
agencies refuse to admit openly that fraudulent abuses occur
in their programs out of a concern that appropriations will
be adversely affected. Given this attitude, we perceive
substantial obstacles to the advisory role envisioned in
Chapter 4.

Insofar as Chapter 4 addresses the efforts of the Civil
Division to work with client agencies, it contains a number
of inaccurate comments. For example, while it criticizes
the Department for failing to advise agencies on how fraud
can occur, it ignores the Civil Division's past efforts
to apply litigative expertise to program reform. For example,
during the early 1970's, a disproportionate percentage of
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the Frauds Section's caseload resulted from the widespread
fraudulent abuses of the Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) mortgage insurance programs, and L.-. VA mortgage guaranty
programs. In a number of cases, the Civil Division sought
to expand the Government's possibilities for civil redress
by seeking to hold mortgage lAcners accountable under the
False Claims Act for the acuracy of the credit information
which they certified to FHA and VA. While these efforts
initially met with success and attracted widespread atten-
tion, the Civil Division suffered an adverse Court of Appeals
decision in a major test case. This decision was based
largely upon the Court's construction of the language of
the certifications which HUD and VA require from participating
mortgage lenders. We believed that the outcome of the case
highlighted a significant deficiency in the mortgage insurance
and guaranty programs of both FHA and VA, because the certi-
fications were not sufficiently clear, and because the regula-
tions did not clearly impose sufficiently stringent duties
upon mortgage lenders to investigate credit information
on applicants and thereby reduce the possibilities for
fraudulent conduct. Accordingly, we advised both HUD and
VA of these perceived deficiencies in a series of letters.
We have not found either agency to be responsive to our
efforts to pinpoint this source of fraudulent conduct, and
we are unaware of what steps, if any, have been taken to
deal with the problem. We do not, however, believe it
accurate to state or imply that the Civil Division has failed
to take steps to advise agencies of how fraud has occurred
and can occur.

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.]

The report also suggests that in performing our
leadership role we should develop formal guidelines on what
types of cases will be prosecuted. We believe that such
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a proposal is unrealistic and reflects a belief of uniformity
among cases and districts which in reality does, not exist.
While we recognize that it is desirable to increase the
rate of detection, referral and prosecution, the publishing
of priorities or case-by-case standards for the exercise
of prosecutive discretion could constitute an invitation
to commit crime in non-prioritized areas. It would also
discourage agencies from reporting many cases of "non-priority"
fraud cases. Such standards would necessarily be available
to the public under the Freedom of Information Act and thus
could not be made very specific without harming our law
enforcement efforts.

We also question the wisdom of GAO's suggestion on
page 43 that the Civil Division's Handbook For Civil Litiga-
tion In Housing Fraud Matters be disseminated to agency
personnel "to redress the problems of guidance and coordi-
nation." The Handbook was prepared by the Frauds Section
for the sole purpose of providing assistance to attorneys
in the preparation and trial of housing fraud cases. We
believe the development of treatises giving guidance to
agency executives and investigators on fraud matters in
specific programs, whether housing, health, agriculture
or other Federal programs, should be accomplished by the
respective agency personnel. While the Civil Division's
responsibilities are primarily litigative, the staff is
nonetheless prepared, to the extent that its personnel
resources permit, to coordinate with the agencies and impart
the lessons which they have learned from their litigative
efforts in the same manner as they have in the past.

[See GAO note 2, o. 107.1

In conclusion, we agree that there is room for substan-
tially improving efforts to deal with fraud by both the
agency enforcement groups and the Department of Justice.
We also believe that efforts already underway, when fully
implemented, will upgrade our effectiveness.
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In a concerted effort to deal with fraud in agency
programs, the Department has already assumed a leadership
role in the following areas:

variety of specialized fraud training
programs and seminars are available through
both the Attorney General's Advocacy
Institute and other divisions of the
Department of Justice. The Attorney
General's Advocacy Institute and the
Criminal Division jointly sponsor a series
of seminars for assistant U.S. attorneys
on white-collar crime, including one
on fraud in government programs which
is held three to four times a year.
In order to detect more cases of govern-
ment program fraud, a new training program
in investigative techniques and prosecution
in government fraud and corruption is
now given by the Attorney General's
Advocacy Institute and the Department's Public
Integrity Section to FBI and U.S. attorney
personnel. This course has been completed
for the eastern half of the United States,
including 60 representatives of U.S.
attorneys' offices and 25 FBI :epresentatives.
The course is now being given for the
western half of the United States and
is scheduled for completion by October 31,
1978.

2. We have recently concluded a specialized
training session for assistant U.S.
attorneys focusing exclusively on program
fraud prosecutions. In addition, the
Department has devised a "Mini-Course"
in fraud investigations for program agency
investigators. This course will be conducted
by two experienced Justice prosecutors
and is intended to be included in the
overall agency training program provided
to agency personnel. A similar course
is being prepared by agency auditors,
and we hope to be able to implement such
a program by the fall of this year.
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3. We are cooperating with the Treasury
Department's Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center in developing a 2-week
course on government fraud investigations.

4. The Fraud Section of the Criminal Division
has expanded its commitment to program
fraud to the point that approximately
1/3 of the Section's attorneys are now
committed to program fraud cases and
problems. In this connection, the Fraud
Section has begun assigning specific
attorneys to work in a liaison capacity
with designated agencies to insure con-
tinuity and effective liaison between
the agency and the Department of Justice.

5. We have publicly endorsed the principles
reflected in the Inspector General's bill
because of our belief that the approach
reflected therein will enhance the overall
effectiveness of any fraud enforcement
efforts.

6. We have developed the concet of an enforce-
ment impact statement which we have publicly
urged the Congress to consider prior
to enacting new social welfare programs.
As envisioned, the statement will compel
both the legiJlators and agency personnel
to focus on enforcement issues prior
to enactment of new legislation and thereby
avoid having such issues considered for
the first time many years after program
enactment following revelations of wide-
spread scandal and abuse.

7. To address the problem of datd collection,
we have devised, in conjunction with
program agencies, a referral form which,
when fully implemented, will provide
us with a more comprehensive data base
than the one currently a-ailable.
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8. In conjunction with various program agencies,
we have developed sophisticated comnuLer
screens designed to detect program abuse
and fraud. In this connection, the tech-
nique is already being utilized by HEW
and offers great promise for minimizing
any impact of fraud and abuse by affording
a rapid means for early detection.

9. U.S. attorneys have created special fraud
prosecution units which are staffed by
assistant U.S. attorneys who have extensive
fraud prosecution experience and have received
special training in fraud investigation and
prosecution.

10. As mentioned in Che GAO report, we have prepared
and distributed a handbook to U.S. attorneys
to assist them in the civil litigation of
HUD fraud matters. We would like to develop and
distribute similar handbooks to U.S. attorneys
on other programs with major identifiable fraud
problems, but such an effort will require addi-
tional funding and personnel.

These are but a few examples of ongoing activities
which are designed to address the problems you have identi-
fied in your draft report.

Should you desire any additional information, please
feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

Kevin D. Rooney
_~~it Assistant Attorney General

.or Administration

GAO note 1: Page references in this appendix refer to the
draft report and do not necessarily agree with
the page numbers in the final report.

GAO note 2: Deleted comments refer to material in our draft
report which has not been included in the final
report.
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